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Make sure your jobs won't cost you money

INSTANTOR
Drips and leaks waste water.
Leaky joints can damage
floors and ceilings and involve you in costly repairs,
so work with INSTANTOR,
the ·most efficient joints in the world; couple them to FYFFE'S IRISH
MADE PLUMBERS BRASSWARE and improve on a good job well done.
See the Fyffe range of IRISH MADE Plumbers Brassware at your stockist
to-day!

couplings keep your
contracts watertight

IT PAYS T O KEEP TO THE FYFFE LINES.

INSTANTOR WORKS, JAMES'S ST., DUBLIN.

Thermal Insulation

M. A. Boylan Limited
A oubstdia.ry or Tho Oape Albeatoa Company Ltd .•

150a Harcourt Street, Dublin.
telephone: 152897' 1544815 and 151787

We are the foremost insulation
specialists in the country with
many important insulation
contracts to our credit. The huge
Oil Refinery at Whitegate and
the Derrinlough Briquette factory
are recent examples. If you have
any heat-loss problem, discuss
it with our highly experienced
technical staff. Our recommendations are offered free and
without obligation.
Sole agents and stockists tor:
' Rocksil' rock wool
Rigid Sections
Flexible Sections
Blankets
Mattresses (wire-mesh-backed)
Loose Wool
'Oaposite' amosite asbestos
moulded blocks and pipe sections
Also full range of plastic materials
and hard-setting .:om~ os1tions.
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We chose Wavin PVC ...
AT CASTLEFORBES WORKS
Castleforbes Works had a problem! A highly corrosive
chemical, used in their modern manufacturing process
in Dublin made very short work of conventional pipes.
This could mean frequent renewal of the pipe-lines,
with consequent loss of production and the risk of
dangerous bursts- but they chose Wavin PVC because
Wavin PVC Pipes are immune to chemical attack. They
are also inexpensive and easy to instal, with a complete
range of PVC fittings. And they solved their problem
efficiently and cheaply.
If you have a problem in pipework, why not consult
Wavin-the pioneers of PVC in Ireland.

ClAN PARK, DRUMCONDRA, DUBLIN 9
Telephone: 48000 or 373614/6

BREAKTHROUGH!
At last the Insulation with the Waterproof Cover!

'THERMALAINE'
FOR THE INSULATION OF PIPING IN DUCTS, ROOF SPACES, WALLCHASES, OUTDOORS.
Consulting Engineers who specify it can be sure that
come dampness or flood the insulation will remain
good.
Contracting Plumbing and Central lleatine- Engineers
who use it will get a first-class waterproofed insulation
at low prices that can be applied with speed, eliminating one stage of the usual lagging process, thereby
cutting labour costs to the absolute minimum.

Clients will like it because it is clean and easy to
handle, being supplied to fit the Bore of the Piping
being covered, therefore eliminating dirt around the
site.
Workmen will like it because the waterproof cover
does away with the discomfort that goes with the
handling of the usual insulating materials.

*

Considering this material does away with one
stage of the Jagging process, the cost is remarka bly low and compares very favou rably with other
popular materials.

I

I
1

McAULEY & CUNNINGHAM
9 Pearse Buildings, 23-25 Pearse Street, Dublin. Telephone 74652.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss5/1
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No.5.

Vol. 1.

The new publication
in Ireland for the
craftsman p 1 u m b e r
and contractor, the
beating,
ventilation
and insulation engineer and contractor,
the electrical
contractor,
supplier,
manufacturer
and
wholesaler of fittings
and equipment for the
trades.

•
Published monthly by
Irish Trade & Technical
Publications.
Annual subscription,
15/-, post free. Single
copies, 11 6, post free.

A. L. Townsend, A.M.I.P., M.R.S.H., following up his contribution to last month's
special survey on ventilation and insulation, elaborates on thermal insulation
5
In his regular contribution, A. L. Townsend continues his discussion on the make-up
and behaviour of plumbing materials

7

John G. Bolton, Lecturer in Plumbing and Heating at Bolton Street College, this month
takes for discussion boilers for domestic hot water supply
. . 11
W. H. Johnson concludes his

tw~rpa.rt

series on planning a shower

0

0

23

In the first article of a new series, in which the domestic heating plans of the major
oil companies will be reviewed, a "Contractor" reporter deals with the ESSO
"Warm Home Plan"
.. 31
FEATURES: Questions answered, 10; Safety First, 30; Tenders, 25.

•
Editorial and advertising offices:
Callaghan Chambers,
13115 Dame Street,
Dublin, 2. Tel.: 56466.

AUGUST, 1961

SPEClAL SURVEY: Sanitary Ware, 13-22.
We regret that, because of space limitations, we were unable this month to
present the third part of our series, 'Plastics in Plumbing', by Mr. D. C. Coyle, M.E.,
M.I.C.E.I., M.I.P.H.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.W.E.
We will resume the series next
month.-Ed.

Armitage Ware Ltd.
F. H. Biddle Ltd.
M.A. Boylan Ltd. ..
Cisterns Ltd.
Thos. Dockrell, ons & Co. Ltd.
P. Donnelly & Sons Ltd.
Esso (Ireland) Ltd.
F.K.M. Ltd ...
Fyffe Couplings (Ireland) Ltd.
Fisher & Ludlow Ltd.
Friedrich Grobe
Jlart~ey &
ugden Ltd.
Hammond Lane Foundry Co. Ltd.
Hennessys Ltd.

14
28
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22
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12
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18
4

26
21
25

Industrial Gases (I.F.S.) Ltd.
J. II. Jone & Co. Ltd.
K. D. Plastics Ltd.
Monsen, Mitchell & Co. Ltd.
M.A.B. Insulations Ltd.
McAuley & Cunningham
J. J. Nolan & Son Ltd. ..
Peter O'Connor (Insulations) Ltd.
Quadrant Engineers Ltd.
Rheo tatic Co. Ltd.
Ryax Heating Ltd.
Stewarts and Lloyds of Ireland
Ltd.
Wavin Pipes Ltd.
L. R. Wood Ltd.
•
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SANITARY FITTINGS
Reliable - Functional - Elegant

Detailed information is available from
our Irish representatives :
Norman Stewart Ltd.,
Central Hotel Chambers,
Dame Court, Dublin.
Telephone: Dublin 73066.

Agents in Ireland of:
FRIEDRICH GROHE ARMATURENFABRIK
GROHE THERMOSTAT GMBH
HANS GROHE KG.

Hemer/Westf.
Lahr/Schwarzw.
Schiltach/Schwarzw.

--------------l

ESTABLISHED 1927

J. J. NOLAN
& SON Ltd.
56

Lower Mount Street
DUBLIN
Telegrams: "Heating, Dublin."

Telephone: DUBLIN 66748.

HEATING & VENT/LA TING CONTRACTORS
STEAM BOILERS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
..
COOKING AND LAUNDRY
INSTALLATIONS .. HOT AND COLD WATER SUPPLIES :: OIL FIRING AND
FIREFIGHTING INSTALLATIONS.
Estimates Free.
Four
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Note Our New Address and Phone Number.
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thermal
insulation
By A. L. TOWNSEND, A.M.I.P., M.R.S.H.
t::'UEL costs and a growing demand

cased boiler surfaces, cylinders, valves, etc.

r -for improved comfort conditions
emphasise the need for better therm~l Applications:
insulation of buildings an~ their
Loose fill-This is not popular for
plumbing and h_o t_water services.
tanks and cylinders possibly on acThe basic pnnciples of thermal count of the need to construct some
insula tion and some of the impor,tant form of cavity to enclose the ~ess_el
properties of thern:al insulating and to retain the loose matenal m
materials were outlmed in last position. At one time sawdust ~as
month's special survey of ventilation much used as a cheap infil matenal.
and insulation.
Its use is now generally discontinued
Insulation materials take a wide because it compacts with ~ ime and
variety of forms . Each has its_ own fails to completely protect; it harbours
particular uses and in order to di~uss vermin is an added fire risk in a roof
these more fully it will be conveme~t space, 'and is messy when disturbed
to deal with pipe and similar . applt- as in repair work.
cations eparately from the application
Nowadays, purpose made "ready
of insulation to building structures. to fit" cylinder jackets and tank lagThe first is more readily seen to be re- ging sets are more effectiv~ and much
lated to domestic hot and cold wat~r more convenient for tb1s · purpose.
services. The latter, to the econon:Ic It should be borne in mind, however,
improved u age of space heating equip- 1that modern infil or loose fill thermal
ment by reducing he~t ~osses from a insulating materials are in no way
warmed room or bmldmg, or, _al~er messy, neither do they h~rbour vernatively, in summer to keep ~ bUJldmg min, nor constitute a fire nsk. These
cool by reducing heat gams from materials are made from long ~bred
rock wool from igneous rock (mmeral
without.
wool), expanded polystyrene, gypsum
Th ermal in sulation for pipes,
particles, pelleted slag wool, or granstorage vevse ls, etc.
ulated cork chips.
Typl' :
Plastic Compounds.-85 % MagnesLoose Fill (in granular form)- Jnfil
ium
lagging is useful for covering
to preformed cavitie ' e.g.:
Between storage vessels and irregular surfaces such as uncased
timber or other encasement. sectional boilers, pipe bends, valve~,
Around pipes, etc., in chases etc. The water mixed compound 1
messy in application and tho~gh well
or timber casings.
known and f;till much used m large
Flexible (in trip or blanket form ~
Wrap around conformatiOn boiler house installations, it is seldom
to curved surfaces, e.g.: used in work of a domestic scale.
Where it is adooted the metal surPipes cylinders, tanks, etc.
faces to be covered must be wire
Rigid (in pre-formed "ready to . fit "
sections)- For use on pipe- brushed to remove loose scale. The
system water content shO'u.ld be heate?
lines.
to about 130°F and kept at t~at until
Plastic For plastic application to
the lagging has completely dned out.
irregular shape , e.g.: un-

A "keying " coat of t in . thickness
is first applied and allowed to dry.
Sometimes this first coat is put on by
kneading lumps of composition about
the size of a walnut and 1then throwing
them on to the surface to be insulated .
Alternatively the first coat can be
"rubbed " on by hand .
This also
ensures close contact and good adherence of the coat. The finger tracks
which result form good keys for 'the
next coat.

Finished
thickness

ADDmONAL

layers are added
until the required thickness has
been built up, 1-} in. to 2 in. being
a usual finished thickness.
A reinforcement of galvanised wire netting
is carefully wired over the last but
one coat, and •the final coat then applied and tooled smooth.
Though quite good in all other
respects, .the messy nature of this
material and the disadvantage that it
cannot be easily removed and replaced in repair, will be clear.
And
it should be remembered that the
application of this plastic compound
is a highly skilled job demanding considerable practice and "know how ."
Flexible Materials include hesian
backed hair felt, the more hygienic
up to date fibre glass and slag wool
in strip or blanket form, and the
bot store cylinder jackets mentioned
above. All of 'these are easily applied
without need of special skill.
The
only point that needs care- and this
is important- is that there is complete
continuity of wrapping. Gap must
be avoided at all cost, otherwise the
effectiveness of the insulation will be
everely impaired.
continued overleaf
Five
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According to the diameter of pipe
being treated, the flexible materials
may be spirally wound or they may
be CUlt to convenient length and then
wrapped axially with the pipe and
secured by lacing with galvanised
M.S. wire.
For external work or situations
subject to damp, the flexible insulating
material would be over-wrapp~d with
bitumenous fdt securely held in place
with wire or preferably galvanised
wire netting, and finally painted with
bituminastic paint to seal the laps and
to ensure longer life.
Rigid Materials include the purpose
made pre-formed sectional pipe Jaggings. These might be of moulded
asbestos, mineral wool, or glass fibre.
They are light in weight but quite
strong. The sections are split in half
longitudinally and convered with a
cotton canvas or cotton scrim cloth.
This covering is adherent to the sections and forms a hinge along one of
tthe CUJt lines so that the section can
be easily engaged around the pipe.
An overlap of the covering laps over
the closed section and is secured in
place by non corrosive staples.
They are available in .thicknesses of
t in. to 2 in. and selected according
to the standard of heat insulation
required.
Another material for this type of
insula.tion comprises concentric rings
of corrugated asbestos board, similar
in appearance to corrugated cardboard. You will note the aim here
to enclose still air as an effective heat
insulator and it is interesting to note
tba.t certain brands of glass fibre contain no less than 98% by volume,
of still air which is a bad conductor
of beat.

Summary
~

advantages of rigid section
pipe insulation materials may be
summarised as follows.
1. It is neat and not unduly ob2. It is easily applied. No
trusive.
special skills are needed, just ordinary
care and an appreciation of what the
insllllation is being applied for and
wh\Y. 3. It is of uniform thickness
and therefore of uniform known insllllating value. 4. It is quickly and
simply removed in repair work and
just as easily refixed in re-use. '
Cold Store Tank Insulating Sets.-

Six
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Good plumbing design would avoid
the siting of cold pipes and vessels
in places liable to freezing air temperatures.
There are, however, the
odd occasions when this cannot be
avoided and then the need for frost
Pipes may be
protection is clear.
protected with any of the flexible or
rigid materials previously described.
Tanks may be protected by casing
and infilling with loose fill material
or by wrapping with flexible materials such as mineral wool or glass
fibre rna ttresses.
Purpose made tank lagging sets are
convenient, effective, and not too expensive. They are easily applied and
easily removed in case of repair work.
Insulating Cylinder Jackets are obto
suit
B.S.
tainable
tailored
cylinders or may be
made to
They are available in a
order.
wide variety of mattress material
and in many different covers ranging
from brown calico to washable
plastic. Fibre glass, mineral wools
or anti-vermin treated sheep's wooi
are some of the insulating fillings
used for these useful and very effective jackets. All are very simple to
fit. All are easily removable for inspection or repair work. All are reusable, and all are reasonable in price.
In fact, this is one item of .thermal
insulation which everyone can benefit
from, its first cost being quickly repaid by savings in fuel. Thereafter
the monies saved in fuel economy
with no reduction of hot water services, is money in the pocket.
The economics of D.H.
water thermal inSIIlation
An unlagged 20 gallon
hot store cylinder maintained at 140°F. for 24
hours consumes ...... 94,000 B.t.us.
An insulated 20 gallon
cylinder maintained at
140°F. for 24 hours
consumes ........... 18,700 B.t.us.
Nett saving in B.t.us ... 75,900 B.t.us.
per day.
Assume electricity used as heating
medium and heater thermal efficiency 100 %:
Saving in electricity:
=75,900 B.t.u.s. per day heat loss
to surrounding air.
3,415 B.t.us. per unit of electricity.
=24 units approximately.
The application, then, of thermal
insulation in any circumstance with
any fuel will how commen'surate
savings in fuel cost.

Bord na Mona
take delivery of
Mobile Display
A specially

built 22-foot caravan,
which will be used by Bord na
Mona throughout the country for the
exhibition and display of turf-b-u.rning
appliances, ha been handed over to
Mr. D. C. Lawlor, Managing Director
of Bord na Mona, by Sprite (Ireland)
Ltd., of Sherrington, Shankill, Co.
Dublin.
The most triking aspect of the
caravan is the fact that Bord na Mona
are able to exhibit in it a range of
their turf burning appliances and show
The apthem in actual operation.
pliances cover the small domestic
water heaters up to the larger
domestic oven and boiler.
One side of the caravan opens up
to form a canopy while the lower
section of the same side ooens down
Taki~g into ac~
forming a ramp.
count the ramp and floor width, Bord
na Mona have a display area of 12ft.
X 22ft.
The caravan will be on circuit
around Ireland until next October.

Company
Development
Announced

THE

latest step announced by
Powell Duffryn Limited in it
programme of develooment in the
field of heating and air treatment is
the formation of a new companyPowell DuiTryn Heating Limited.
This new company, formed last
month, will operate the b·u.sine es
previously conducted by Hurseal
Limited, Gulf Radiators Limited,
Janitor Boilers Limited, and Powell
Duffryn Modulair Limited. The existing trade names will be retained.

Ch~irman
The Chairman of the new company will be Mr. M. Reid , and Mr.
A. C. Hazel and Mr. K. M. D.
Johns will be Joint Management
Directors.
Other member of the
Board will include Mr. W. H. Sharland, Mr. R. C. Saloway, Mr. R.
Turner, Mr. H. H. Holleson, Mr. R.
H. Stewart and Mr. E. B. Overton.
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FACULTY OF PLUMBING ... A.. L. Townsend, M .R.P., M.R.S.H., a
Lecturer at the Oxford College of Technology continues here the first part of a
four stage course in plumbing. The author has closely followed his own lecture
programme and has paid particular attention to scientific and technological'
innovations.

AShas already been said, elements
are substances in their simple!>!
chemical form. If atoms from two or
more different elements join chemically
together in definite proportions, a new
kind of molecule, and a new kind
of s·Uibstance, is formed. There are
two important points to notice.
First, the substance formed has quite
different properties from any of the
elements from which it is made.
Second, i!l is formed by what is
known as a chemical chan,e.
A
chemical change can be distinguished
from a physical change in that:

the make-up and
behaviour of
plumbing materials
oxygen in the proportions of two
volumes ~o one.
Note i. The definite proportions of
the element going into the
compound.
ii. The production of heat in
this chemical change by the
burning of H 2 in 0 2•
iii. A new substance, the liquid
water, is formed from the
chemical compound of two
gaseous elements.
This could be written as follows:-

sand can be clearly seen in the water,
and if the mixtu.re is allowed to stand,
the tiny sand particles will settle at
the bottom of the container, leaving
clear WaJter above.
Whatever the proportions of sand
and water mixed together, you
would still have a mixture. Notice
how this differs from a chemical
compound, in which the constituents
are present in definite and unalterable
propor,tions.
Solder is a mixture of lead and tin

two molecules
two molecules
one molecule (burns and to
A new substance is produced.
of
plus
of
produces become
of
steam which
oxygen
heat)
e The properties of the new mater- hydrogen
condenses to
(one volume)
ial are different from those of the (two volumes)
form two
gas
gas
elements from which it was made.
molecules of
e The result of the chemical change
liquid water.
is permanent in that the new
material cannot be changed back
to its constituent elements by
Or, in plumbing chemistry "short- in proportions differing according to
mechanical means-for example, hand": 2H + 0 + heat = 2H 0 the purpose for which it is to be
2
2
2
crushing or straining. (Later you (Steam) or 2 molecules of water used.
will see how a second chemical (H 0.).
2
Concrete used in building work is a
change can reduce the now commixture of cement, sand and coarser
plex compound to its simple
material called aggregates.
When
constituent elements).
e Heat is produced when a chemconsidering the composition of the concrete is set, the sand and aggregates are clearly visible, and if the
ical change takes place.
(It is
plumbing materials, it is vital to
interesting to note that heat will remember .t hat elements can also concrete is crushed they come apart
hasten a chemical change or will exist together in simple mixtures, and can be separated. Notice how
help to bring one about. Again, which are quite different from chem- this differs from the chemical compound, where the constituent parts
we shall soon see how very u, eful ical compounds.
lose their individual qualities in the
this knowledge is in plumbing
Sand stirred into water fo·r ms a new substance ,tflat is formed and
work).
mixture. The sand particles do not cannot afterwards be separat~d by
e The compounded elements are in chemically unite with the water, but such mechanical means as crushing.
definite and unalterable propor- "floart " in suspension in it.
The
Mixtures, then, have the following
tions.
Let us follow a simple chemical
A . L. TOWNSEND, under the heading, characteristics:change, and see how usefully "THE MAKE-UP AND BEHAVIOUR
1. No new substances are formed
plumber's chemistry shorthand can be OF PLUMBING MATERIALS.'' this
although the mixture may have
applied.
month deals with the 01emical Cernsomewhat different properties from
Water is a chemical compound of position of Mattet" and the reduction cf
It can be
hydrogen and oxygen.
made by burning the gaseous element Metallic Ores.
continued page Nine
hydrogen in the gaseous element

e

Mixt u r e s

fN

Seven
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Luxurious home heating ••• with
THE RYAX WARMHOME SYSTEM
The "Ryax Warmhome" System is a packaged small bore central
heating system consisting of the following components:
Warmhome Back Boiler and Flue Brush
Warmhome Firebricks
Four Warmhome Radiators
Twelve complete Warmhome Radiator Brackets
One Ryaland Noxi Circular Pump
One "Ryax Warmhome" neon Control Switch
Warmhome Towel Rail complete with Control Valve.
The boiler is suitable for installation behind any normal standard 16"
open fire. It has sufficient output for the four radiators and one towel rail.
and in addition will give an ample supply of domestic hot water. The
cost of installation is approximately £160/ 170 complete.

Plumbing
Contractors
and
Heating
Engineers
may have full details
of the RYAX WARMHOME SYSTEM on
application to the Sole

p DONNELLy

A$ents for the Republic
0

,_ __f

-_rr
_n_dela

I

__

•

20, Georges Quay,

D!~

d

soNS

LTD

Telephone 71101.'

•

We are pleased to have been associated lor over 25 years
with Plumbing and Central Heating Engineers throughout
the country.
Deliveries Everywhere

'Quasi-Arc' Electrodes And 'British Oxygen' Equipment
Welding Plant
Blowpipes & Cutters
THE MOST OUTSTANDING NAME IN TilE
FIELD OF ELECTRIC ARC WELDING

FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY, DEPENDABILITY.
THE MOST POPULAR
ODUCTION
PR
AND
MAINTENANCE TOOL IN INDUSTRY.

Why Not Consult Us ?

Phone 55471

Industrial Gases (I.F.S.) Ltd.
BLUEBELL ,

I N C H I C 0 R E,

D U BL I N

·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Eighr
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from page seven

Make-up and
behaviour of
plumbing materials

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

its ingredients.
For example, a
concrete wall is very different from
its ingredients of sand and aggregate.
These ingredients have,
however, in no way changed; they
have simply been stuck together
by cement.
The proportion of ingredients in a
mixture can be varied.
The ingredients of a mixture are
not chemically combined, and are
each visible in the mixture.
The ingredients of a mixture can
be separated mechanically; that is,
without chemical means.
Heat is not essential to the making of a mixture. Although lead
and tin have ~to be heated to make
them melt and mix, no such beat
is needed to mix concrete, or linseed oil and whiting putty.

charged here
from elevated skips

hopper
charging bell

.___

steel plates
%in th1ck
firebrick lining
. 18in thick

80 to 100ft

Reduction of
metallic ores
ages, metallic eleearth's crust have
chemically combined with other elements, u.s:Jally oxygen, carbon or
sulphur. In this way, new substances
have been formed which are generally rock-like in character, a_nd a~e
called metallic ores, though m this
state they do not resemble metals at
all It is from these ores, however,
th~t metals are obtained . The. process
by which they are extracted IS called
.. duction , and is a special and
re
'
. 1 h
important kind of chemtca c ange.
First it is necessary to understand
the make-up of the ore. It may be
mixed with earthy matter and other
material which does not bear metal,
and these waste substances are called
gangue (pronounced gang).
Before
anything else is done, the ores are
crushed and the worthless gan~ue
separated from the parts that are nch
in metal.
Metallic ores may be oxides, carbonates sulohides or sulphates, ~c
cording ' to the substances with wh•ch
the metal has combined.
Oxide ores are metal plus oxygen .

1

melting
zone

the
THROUGH
ments in the

blast pipe
hot air 9t 25 lb/sq in
tuyere
support column

__

._........_..__ ' metal
,

tap hole

Diagram of blast furnace as used
in the reduction of metal
Carbonate ores are
carbon and oxygen.

metal

plus

Sulphide ones are metal plus
sulphur.
Sulphate ores are metal plus sulphur and oxygen.
Table A illustrate the chemical
composition of some of ~he ores of

(see text)
the more common plumbing metals.
One can readily work out the composition by using chemical shorthand
together with the above information.
For example, aluminium , it will be
seen, is obtained from an ore called
bauxite. This is a hydrated aluminium oxide.
"Hydrated " simply
continued page twenty-seven
Nin e
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Each month this column will solve some
of the everyday problems of
the plumbing and heating engineer when
our consultants deal with queries
directed to " Questions
Answered." All queries will
be replied to and the
most interesting published.
Condensation on cold water pipes
creates a nuisance.
decora~ions.

tions

It also spoils

_ Can_JO_u _offe~sugge~

which

might minimise

or

completely cure this bother?

JN reply to this question, it is apt to
refer to our two Special Survey
topics app~aring in the July issue of
the "Contractor."
One dealt with
the fundamentals of Ventilation, the
other with the principles of Thermal
Insulation. Neither of these touched
upon condensation troubles as such
and yet both suEgest possible alleviations to this problem.
What i~ condensation?
It is the
precipitation of atmospheric moisture
under certain conditions of humidity
and tempera,ture.
Dewfall in the
cool of an evening following upon a
hot day is a well known example of
large scale condensation.
How is it caused? The Table on
page fifteen of the July issue shows
the amount of water required to
saturate air with aqu,eous water vapour
(an invisible gas) at different temperatures. When air at a given temperature is saturated it means that it holds
the maximum possible amount of
water that it can hold at that temperature. In other words, the air
would be 100 % humid .
The Table also shows the varying
amounts of water vapour that air can
hold at different temperatures. It will
be seen that at higher temperatures
its water-holding capacity increases.
At 62°F. for examole it can hold
twice as much wate; vapour as it can
at 42°F.
The converse is true.
Water at
42°F. can hold only half as much at
maximum as can air at 62°F.
Therefore, supposing air at 62°F.
was at or near saturation and then it
Ten
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss5/1
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was cooled to 42 °F., clearly at the
lower temperature it cannot hold so
much water vapour and the excess
amount is condensed to liquid water
and is precipitated on any cold
impervious surface.

condensation is due to the lowering of
air temperature to saturation point.
Clearly, an increase in temperature
will increase the water-holding property of air and 'thuiS reduce tendency
to precipitate condensation.

The temperature to which air has to
be cooled to precipitate this excess
moisture is called the Dew Point.
Incidentally, please note that the Table
referred to above should read "Weight
of WATER Vapour in grains per
CUBIC FOOT, or Ft.3.''

3.-Avoidance of impervious surfaces. Precipitated moisture from air
If the
will settle on any surface.
surface is absorbent, e.g., papered
plaster walls, the condensate will be
absorbed into the surfaces of these
walls and will be re-absorbed back to
the air from the walls as the air temperature later increases or its R.H.
decreases.

TH:E cure for condensation or contributory measures which will
help to effect a cure, derive from the
points outlined above. Briefly these
may be summarised as follows:1.- Adequate ventilation rate. Air
will continue to absorb moisture until
it becomes saturated. As its relative
humidity increases so its inclination to
absorb more moisture decreases.
Therefore condensation troub!:s are
more likely to occur with air at high
R.H. than with air at low R.H. and
"hungry for moisture ."
Even if air has a fairly high R .H.,
large quantities of this air passed over
moisture will absorb it. The example
of good drying on a dull windy day
as opposed to the time taken to dry
clothes on a dull , still day illustrates
this point.
Clearly an increase in ventilation
rate will help to redu.ce condensation
troubles. It is not easy to convince
the layman of this, yet it is true that
a. moisture laden newly built house
will dry out more quickly, even in
damp weather, if all windows and
doors are opened to accelerate air
movement through the building. And
what is good for new buildinl1"s is
good for existing ones too.
2.-Adequate air temperature.
It
bas been shown that air at higher
temperatures can absorb and hold
more water. It has been shown that

Where condensation troubles persist
or are to be expected, impervious
surfaces such as painted walls should
be avoided.
4.-Prevention of local air cooling.
Air at any temperature will retain its
moisture content unless the air is
cooled to dew point. If air is permitted to contact cold surfaces, e.g.,
cold water pipes, then local cooling
and local condensation will occur.

.A pplicable
NEITHER 1 or 2 above might not
be conveniently applicable cu.res.
3 above certainly will not be in the
case of a water pipe otherwi e there
will be water on its surface and not
from condensation!
The cure in this case is simpleprevent air contact with the cold pipe
surface. This is easily and ell'ectively
done by applying thermal insulation to
all ofTending pipework.
The same orinciole could be usefully applied- to -unavoidable cold
impervious wall surfaces.
If these
are thermally insulated from the cold
wall mass, the surface temperature
will not be so low and the cooling
continued page thirty-four
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BOILERS FOR DOMESTIC
HOT WATER SUPPLY
BOILERS for hot water supply
installations can be primarily
divided into two classes-those of the
fire-back type suitable for fitting into
open fireplaces, and .the independent
type which is free standing and
usually installed in a tiled alcove or
small recess.

the boiler to a high temperature in a
special furnace for a oeriod of from
six to twelve hours an"d then blowing
superheated steam or carbon dioxide
over the surface so that a fine scale
(somewhat like mill scale) is formed
in the pores of the iron and further
corrosive action prevented.

The choice of a boiler will, of
course, depend on many factors, e.g.,
output of hot water required; the
class of water to be used in the
system; type of fuel to be used;
period between re-fueling, etc.

The success of this process and the
quality of the protection provided will
depend to a large extent on the time
the boiler is in the furnace, and on
If
the temperature in the furnace.
this is not controlled, the thickness
and hardness of the coating will
suffer-hence the occasional complaint about the failure of a barffed
boiler.

If ·the boiler is to be used in a soft
water area, such as may be the case
in many cities and towns, precautions
must be taken to prevent corrosion
occurring and so resulting in rust.
coloured water flowing from the taps.
The extent to which this corrosion
may occur will depend •t o a large
degree on the metal the boiler is made
from. In the case of the small fireback boiler we have a choice of copper
or welded steel. Copper, however, is
invariably selected, so corrosion problems do not normally arise with this
boiler.
Not so, however,
dent boiler-here
between cast-iron
copper being out
owing to cost, and

with the indepenwe must decide
or welded steel,
of the question
other factors.

Cast-iron is the traditional choice
as it is considered by many to be less
susceptible to rusting and the corrosive action of the fuel, but nevertheless rusting will still occur to some
extent and the only satisfactory way
to prevent it is to specify •that the
boiler will be supplied bower-barffed.

Bower-barffing

BY

this we mean that the cast-ir~n
boiler will have had a magnetic
oxide coating formed over the surface,
so making it very resistant to rust.
This process is carried out by heating

In hard water districts, ru.st trouble
does not, of course, arise, and there
is no need to specify bower-barffing
when selecting iron or steel boilers.
The lime already in the water puts a
skin over the iron and protects it,
although at the same time it raises
another problem: the removal of the
lime at intervals. All boilers for use
in hard water areas must •t herefore
be provided with cleaning doors.

Favourites
THERE have been many sizes and
shapes of boilers in this class,
one recalls to mind the copper toeboiler and its partner, the bootboiler-long time favourites in the old
kitchen range.
In recent years, boilerSt have become more standardised. The modern open fire back-boiler being simply made of quarter-pla•te copper to
form a rectangular box brazed at the
seams.
For better-class work, especially
where it is intended to work a towel
rail or radiators in addition to providing hot water, there are many
improved boilers on the market, each
claiming larger output of hot water
due to the provision of corrugated
surfaces, fins, and so forth, which
present a larger surface and so absorb
To
more heat from the fire.
achieve this result the boiler is usually
designed to occupy the whole of the
back of the fire, and the grate is
normally fitted with a front extension
plate, etc., to assist in overnight
burning.
The heat to the boiler from the fire
is controlled by means of a damper
on the top of the boiler flue.
Most
fuels can be used with this .type of
boiler grate, but the highest efficiency
is usually obtained with coke.

the
author
JOHN G. BOLTON, Lecturer in
Plumbing and Heating a-t the College
of Technology, Bolton Street, Dublin.

.Most. fire-?ack boilers are provided
w1th stde mlet tappings, and are
generally reversible to allow for the
pipes to enter from either side. This
type of inlet also gives better orotection from soot corrosion to- the
Soot when
flow and return pines.
slightly damp--an -occurrence' which
may happen due to condensation
when the fire is out-bas a very corrosive act10n on copper, particularly

continued page thirty-three
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HEATING ENGINEERS

BUILDERS

INSTALLERS

ARCHITECTS

BUILDERS' MERCHANTS

MANUFACTURERS

OIL-FIRED

CENTRAL HEATING
has a lot to offer you I
See article in this issue for further information
If you would like to discuss your particular problems
why not contact

ESSO HOME HEAT DEPARTMENT
STILLORGAN, CO. DUBLIN

Telephone: 881661

Kennys
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e BASINS

SANITARY WARE

e SHOWERS

• w.c.s.

e SINKS

e BATHS

e CISTERNS

MODERN
TRENDS
THE Editor has invited me to comment on modern trends in baths,
showers, washbasins and w.c. pans.
Before doing so, I take this opportunity to make brief reference to the
terms commonly used to describe
these things.
For instance, one well
known manufacturer in a lavishly
produced catalogue refers to them as
"sanitary a p pI ian c e s."
What a
totally inadequate and inappropriate
description of the gracefully curved
and delicately coloured products
which will adorn the homes of this
new age. And yet, what other grm·,~
heading can he giv~ them?
It is indeed difficult to find a description which would be acceptable to
manufacturers, plumbers and the
public alike.
Perhaps readers have
their own views in this matter and I
am sure that the editor would welcome
them.

The real difficulty lies in the fact
that we are ready to refer without embarrassment to the plain straightforward uses of the bath or washbasin, but not of the w.c. pan or th e
bidet.
However, we must be careful
not to put ideas into people's heads,
otherwise the current tendency to label
articles with classification symbo ls
might cause the w.c. to be called an
"Excretory Disposal Unit" which I am

afraid wouJd be less acceptable than
some of the cruder descriptions now
in common use!
May I leave the matter with you for
reflection and, I hope, suggestions?
Tribute To The Manutacturers
Now to deal the real purpose of this
article. First, I pay tribute to those
manufacturers who are constanly
trying to improve the design and
quality of their products, even although the present demand is such
that they could sell without difficu.!ty
baths, washbasins and w.c. pans of
less attractive appearance and of
poorer quality .
There has also been a trem endous
improvement in presentation and publicity which has, at last, made the
general public conscious of the importance of the bathroom in the
modern conception of standards of
living.
In fact, in an advanced
country like America, the motor car
is beginning to lose its importance as
a status symbol and is being replaced
by the home, in which the bathroom
is becoming the showpiece.

The bathroom
THERE is now a scintillating array
of baths manufactured in glorious
hues. I find the sales ap9eal descripOne
tion of the colours fascinating.
continued page fifteen

This special survey-th e second in a series on important aspects of
th e plumbing and heating trades-has been compiled by the wellknown authority, Jam es M. Haig, A .M.l.P ., A.M.l.W., R .P. (General
Secretary, Registered Plumbers' Association).
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quality plumbing
fixtures and fittings
for distinctive

BATHR

Superbvitreouschinawithluxuriousgleamingfittingsforlifetime
quality. Distributed, through normal trade channels. illustrated
above: 'Nuadale' pedestal basin and 'Nuastyle' mixer supply.
'Unisyla' vacumatic extra-quiet W.C. 'Loch Ranza' safety bath.
Richards ceramic wall and fioor tiles.

Send for details to: ARMITAGE WARE LTD.
Armitage, Rugeley, Staffs.

ARMITAGE WARE LTD, Armitage, Rugeley, Staffordshire
Tele phone; A r m itage lU (7 lines)

llQIIml ..........._ .........- ............... - ................ _•• _ ....... ----··-··············-··-ADDR.a88 ................................................. _ .............._,_., _____________

Irish Representative
F . N. S. AHERN

46 Wynberg Park, Stradbrook Road, Blackrock
Dublin.
Telephone 85309
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from page thirteen
catalogue refers to Corallin, Ivoire de
Medici, Ming Green and Regency
Such words conju.re up
blue.
pleasant, warm thoughts of subtle
hues.
Whether the y be cast iron, pres ed
steel, fibre glass or plastic, the best
bath a re beautifully de 1gned and
finished.
Control of uperb hapes
are conveniently placed. The new desi~ns have chromium-plated safety
ralls, specia ll y de igned for c hildren
and aged, which can be adj usted to
any position, three tap po itions, wide
flat bottom a nd shallow depth.
The range of washbasin is eq ually
entrancing and the new hapes no
longer present problems of cleaning
around taps which was so fru trating
on the old basins.
The new style
van itor y basins, set in a formica urround, are extremely attractive and
can be made to fit in with any decorative scheme. A manufacturer of
vitreous china washbasins now produces a basin of ample proportions
which has a imilar function.
Jt can
be obtained in duo-tone with a choice
of colours.
The bidet is at last finding some
favour in the British home and p::rhaps will become standard equipment
a few year hence.
For p~rsonal
hygiene, particularly for females and
invalids, it has much to commend it.
In the new type th ere is a a[e hot and
cold pray a nd the eating rim i
heated by hot water.
An innovation worth developing is
the idea of a bathroom la undry. Dirty
linen has no place in the kitchen
which is used primarily for the preparation of food.
Why not then a
bathroom fitted with a cupboard in
which may be tored the washing
machine , pin dryer with perhaps the
addition of a hea ted drying cupboard?

Plumbing in the
bedroom

THE ho'v\er cubicles

a nd vanito~y
mentioned a bove, may m
time bec~me tandard equipment in
the family and guest bedroom.
One
manufacturer i projecting a unit in
formica which will contain dres ing
table, drawer , cupboard, wardrobe
and wa hba in.
A en ible, practical
trend , well in keeping with the new
units

e A new product of Allied Ironfounders Ltd., manufactured by Planet
Foundry Co. Ltd., Audenshaw, Manchester, is the Vogue Royal Bath featuring a low front and an alternativeposition safety handrail, specially designed for invalids, elderly people and
young children which steadies and supports the bather.

e The "Ovadale" pedestal washbasin
indicates a new trend with its concentric
oval shaped basin.

The bath itself is shallower than
The "Ovadale" pedestal, from Nuamost. A special anti-splash roll formed
style Series 3, is one of several newly
on the inside of the dropfront helps to
designe(l pieces of !lanitary ware by
prevent a wet slippery bathroom floor
Armitage Ware Ltd. It is made of
and the resulting increased width of the
vitreous china and is available in primroll provides a comfortable seat. The
rose, orchid, grey, green, coral, fawn,
overall height with a standard 1~" seal
cream, turquoise, sky blue and Armitage
trap mounted above the floor is 1' 8:1".
blue.
(above).
The special space requirements of
architects planning residential quarters
fo r students have led to the design and
production of an entirely new washbasin
by Allied Ironfounders Ltd., of London,
known as the College Basin, and made
of cast iron with white Duramel finish
(below).
The basin, develOJJed at Falkirk by M.
£!' Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of
Alhed Ironfounders, has a deep flat
bottomed bowl and wide surround, making it especially suitable for the washing of clothes.
Co~kburn

The overall length is 30'' with an
overall width from front to back of 17" .
The depth of the basin is 9~ " .

I

• Recently moulded in Per pex at
the Dunstable, Luton Road works of
Thermo Plastics Ltd., a new 'U' Stall.
Illustrated literature and price list will
be available from the manufacturers in
the near future.
Other products from Thermo Plastics
in Perspex are their acrylic sinks and

draining boards, ranging from 36" x
18", available at .£4/7/6 per single unit
to the trade to the Perspex sink and
double draining board of 63" x 21"
overall measurement at .£7 19 0 per
single unit.

continued overleaf
Fifteen
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SANITARY WARE
from previous page
attitudes toward design and decor m
the modern home.

The W.C.
compartment

THERE is a need for the m ~ d e rn
w.c. compartment to be insulated
against sound, and the fitments therein
as qu,iet as possible in oo eration. The
gushing noise of a cister~ flushing and
closet emptying i annoying, especially
The new low level cistern
at n1ght.
and siphonic w.c. oan reduces noise to
a minimum, and if the floor is also insulated the compartment is satisfactory
in every way.
Building Research Digest No . 7 deals
at length with bathroom and w.c.
noises and suggests preventive and remedial measures. The Digest should
form part of every plumbers' library.
There is now a simple system for
ventilating the w.c. pan by an extract
fan discharging into the open air.
This appears to be quite a sensible
idea and it is claimed that it removes
a potential source of danger caused as
direct result of the flushing action,
which apparently produces an aerosol
containing bacteria. The extract fan
can be operated by a ceiling switch or
a door operated switch , the latter
being preferred because it ensures that
the fan will be working while the
w.c. is being used.

The shower and
.i ts installation

THE shower is rapidly becomin£" regarded as a necessity in modern
life. It is a water and fuel saver and
has other advantages too numerous
to mention.
It is the installation of the shower,
however, which finds even experienced
plumbers sometimes at fault, and a
few words of caution might not be
amiss at this point. There are certain
factors essential to the functional sucThe
cess of a shower installation.
shower rose should not deliver less
than t and not more than 2 gallons
per minute . To achieve thi on low to
medium pressure, the shower installation rose should be 1", 2" or 3"
diameter pinhole type, according to
the volume required .
Maintenance of the desired temperature without fluctuation is even
more important. In a small domestic
installation, this can be achieved by
mechanical means when the proporcontinued page nineteen
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A revolutionary style for vanitory
unit 3 has been introduced with the designing of the new Fisholow basins, for
bedrooms an d bathrooms. Supplied
complete with template, polished stainles3 steel surround, sealing strip, clips,
chain stay assembly and installation
instructions it presents an easily fitted
job.
Each basin is available pierced for
either pillar or combination taps, with
or without pop-up waste. An integral
overflow is also incorporated. The overall dimensions are 15~ " x 24~ " .
They
are available in white, cream, green,
blue, primrose and coral pink (above).
Also coming from the Birmingham
factory of Fisher and Ludlow Ltd., is a
new model "L" range of stainless steel
sinks which have been expressly designed for smaller kitchens and offers a
choice of four attractive sizes from 18~ "
x 36" to 18~" x 72" (below).
Back ledges are pierced 7" centres to
take pillar or mixer taps. Bowls are
available pierced either for 1~" standard
waste fittings or 3~ " to take basket
strainer waste or an electric food waste
disposal unit.

e Pictured here is a wash basin,
splashback and pedestal manufactured
by K. D. Reinforced Plastics Ltd., at
their factory in Abbey Mills, Collooney,
Co. Sligo.
The principal lines being manufactured by K. D. Reinforced Plastics Ltd.,
at present are ,he beautifully finished
fibre glass sinks and wash basin units,
which are completely new to Ireland.
If required they can be supplied with
a timber unit consisting of presses, cupboards, etc., in which they may be incorporated. The units are indestructible
and are available in nine bright colours
-any housewife's dream.

This type of kitchen sink was introduced into Ireland two years ago
following a visit made by the directors
of the firm to the London Building
Exhibition where they saw fibre glass
units of this kind on view. After extensive research and personnel training
abroad the ligo company launched into
this field. A move that has proved very
successful.
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Although only a few months on the Irish market
the sales of K.D. Glass Fibre Reinforced SINK
TOPS, DRAINERS and WASHBASINS are
booming! And the reason is simple; Beautifully
designed, K.D. Glass Fibre Reinforced products are
made in NINE exciting and charming all through
colours and add that touch of warmth, distinction
and glamour to the kitchen which the modern
housewife cannot resist. See that your stocks of
K.D. products are ample to meet the ever-growing
demand!

K.D.

SALES BOOM!

~"st 7/i#i£ tk 1/'eiAAd...

ffi1~m~~ ~~mrnrn
~t'nfcnaeti

SINK TOPS
DRAINERS &
WASH
BASINS
............. __ __
,.._

---~

/

•,

K.D. UNIT
AT THE

BUILDING CENTRE
17, Lr. Baggot St., Dublin.
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~
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SEE THE

9 ........

ALL THROUGH

\

*
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{

K.D. sets a new
fashion in the kitchen

I

• .~

##

Note These Exclusive Featureso
o

Highly durable with superior finish
Resistant to rust, corrosive acids, chipping
or cracking

o
o

Beautifully designed.

o

High insulation-hot water retains its heat
longer

o

Easy to clean

Fully guaranteed

Impervious to weather or extreme changes
of heat or frost

K.D. LTD.

COLLOONEY
CO. SLIGO

Phone 40/43
Admar
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stainless steel sinks for
small kitchens
MODELL
18!., X 36"

MODEL WL
18f' X 54"

MODEL DL
18f"" X 54"
Now even the smallest
kitchen can boast a Fisholow
Stainless Steel Sink. These
four additions to the already
wide range give the most
comprehensive choice ever.

MODEL TL
1Bt" X 72..

AVAILABLE FROM
LEADING PLUMBERS AND
BUILDERS' MERCHANTS

These F I S H 0 L 0 W Basins have started a new fashion
in lavatory basins ... combining contemporary design with
character and distinction. The modernly styled basin, made
of finest vitreous porcelain enamelled steel, is surrounded by
a polished stainless steel rim.
It brings the bathroom right up to date, and gives extra
level space for toilet articles. As a dressing table with running
water, this Basin adds elegance to the most superior
bedroom, and its neatness and simplicity of installation
enable it to be fitted into any style of furnishing.
THE BAS INS lul\c integral O\crnows and arc supplied
complete with Template, Polished Stainless Steel Surround,
Sealing Strip, Clips, Chain Stay Assembly and installation
instructions. They are available pierced for standard pillar
taps, 4" centre mixer taps or modern combination taps and
for standard ll" waste fittings.
Overall dimensions
J5~" X

24iw

AVAILABLE FROM
ALL LEADING PLUMBERS AND
BUILDERS' MERCHANTS
Eighteen
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SANITARY WARE
from page sixteen
tions of hot and cold water may be
controlled by two stop valves, or by
ln both
a mechanical mixing valve.
these cases it is es entia! that the
supply yressures shall be nominally
equal, I.e., both shall originate from
the cistern.
It haooens all too
frequently that the hot -water connection is made from a gravity system fed
by a storage cistern and the cold water
from the mains. Apart from the unequal pressure it is bad practice and
e Gummers Ltd., of Rotherham, are
prohibited in many areas because it manufacturing a number of interesting
could give rise to contamination of fittings at their Effingham Valve Works.
mains water.
Typical is the attractive R749 Security
In some installations multi-point Thennostatic Mixing Valve illustrated
gas water heaters having mains water
above.
supply are used, in which case, of
course, the cold water to the shower
mixer fitting must also come from the
mains supply. Every gas water heater
has a mechanism which will cut out
the gas as soon as the hot water flow
is reduced to a certain ooint and unless the heater is adjust~d and dimensioned correctly, the shower installaTemperature
tion will not work.
stability by mechanical mixing depends on there being no other drawoff's from the system when the shower
is at work. Alternatively, the dimensions of the hot and cold water supply
pipes throughout the house should be
adequate to ensure that the shower
fitting is not starved of water if any
other appliance is being used, i.e., a
mixing fitting at the kitchen sink. Quite
e Two of the latest bathroom sets
obviously the set temperature of the
shower fitting will vary as soon as manufactured by Twyford Ltd., of
Stoke-on-Trent, StaffordShire, in 'Cerawater is drawn at a second or third mant'
vitreous china are illustrated
point in the house.
here.
Available in white and six colours they
A thermostatic mixing valve may be
comprise the "Sola'' pedestal wash basin
used to compensate for fluctuations of -23" x 17' ' and t·he 2668P / 3 washbasin
which meaSIUres 25" x 20" ; the syphonic
pressure and therefore of temperature action Unitas-Silent W.C. Suite and a
in either supply.
Jf such a mixing bidet.
valve is used, it is not essential that
the supply pressures are equal in the
hot and cold supplies.
Thermostatic
valves however, do not respond well to
low pressure conditions. An absolute
minimum of 5ft. head of water,
measured to the shower rose is needed,
and the target minimum might well be
lOft., particularly in private houses.

continued page twenty-one

e A sanitary-ware unit of advanced
design only recently introduced into
Ireland is marketed by Shlres (Ireland)
Ltd., Stanaway Drive, Cabra, Dublin.
Called the "Uni-Lynx" it is the first
close-coupled toilet suite in the world
to combine a plastic cistern with a
pottery wash-down pan.
The Shires "Hydromatic" action has
been incorporated. This is a design of
ducts and channels which directs the
water in correct volume to tbe right
places to effect controlled maximum
flushing efficiency.
The "Uni-Lynx" is extremely quiet in
operation and is fitted with the noncorroding Shires "Kingfisher" polythene
syphon mechanism, which ensures a
posltive action flush first time. Cistern
capacities are 2, 21 / 3 gallons.

e

A new one-piece vitreous china

~it incorporating a central wash basin

wtth soap recess and slot overflow and

~at '.dressing table' surfaces on ~ither
Side Is being marketed by Ideal Boilers
Lt~., ~f Hull. Called the "Princess" the
urut Is available in the five 'Standard'
c?l~urs, and in luxurious duo-tone, combmmg Pearl Grey with each of the
other four colours.

Nineteen
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The World's FIRST
All-Plastics Cistern
In Pastel Colours ·

Years in advance, only the 'VIKING' provides these distinctive features . . . whisper
quiet, finger-tip flush . .. colourful, elegant, streamlined design . .. light . . . tough
.. . won't crack or chip .. . won't corrode, and is perfectly hygienic.
The 'VIKING' works so smoothly that even the youngest child can operate it. Once
filled, it requires no attention ... no replacement ... no painting; it cannot rust and
so eliminates stains and unsightly rust marks on the walls and w.c. pan.
The 'Viking' is made from 'TUFOLENE', the rich-in-colour plastic . . . tough and
virtually indestructable.
Its hygienic hard-gloss surface needs only an occasional wipe over to keep it clean and
sparkling.
Another unique feature is the 'FLOMAS TER' syphon which produces an extra
powerful flush, ensuring complete clearing and cleansing of the B.S. W.C.
made by

CISTERNS LIMITED Addingham, Ilk ley. Telephone Addingham 444
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SANITARY WARE
from page nineteen
With mechanical mixers the pressure
might be as low as 2 feet head.

The shower as a
complete unit

e A new wall-mounted closet made
of vitreous china has been introduced
by Ideal Boilers and Radiators Ltd., of
Hull. It is the 'Standard ' Sanwall 12"
model intended for primary schools,
children's hospitals, etc.

THERE are now available completely prefabricated s h ower
cabinets made from metal or glass
fibre.
They can be set anywhere in
In shape the Sanwall 12" is similar
the house-even in the bedroom- and
to the recently introduced full size
only need connecting up to the hot
model. DifTerences are that the rim is
and cold water supplies and waste
tapered towards the front of the bowl
pipe. They can be purchased in dis• The 442 "Exe" wash down closet
mantled sections for ease of transport comes from Johnson Foreclay Co., and that the inlet is raised. It is availand moving to their final position. I Ltd., Excelsior Works, Cliffe V a 1 e, able with either a back horizontal or
England, and is fitted top vertical inlet.
particularly like the m?del which Stoke-on-Trent,
with a unique cleaning eye and brass
contains a small washbasm, oap re- inspection cap visible at the right hand
<:ess, mirror and spotlight. It is pos- side of the "S" trap.
The Sanwell can be mounted on a
sible that a shower cubicle or two
15'' high, the closet has seat lugs and concealed cast iron chain-bracket for
might well be standard equipment of is solid back to wall with a vertical building into the wall and floor or the
the house of the future. It could be inlet. It is suitable for plastic seats to cast iron bracket only for building into
B.S. 1254. An additional model, the 443
in or adjacent to the kitchen or garage. "EXE"
has hardwood seat pads fitted the wall.
instead of the seat lugs.
continued overleaf

STAINLESS STEEL

SINK BOWLS
Obtainable in various s i z e s,
with or without overftows, fitted
with standard or basket type
waste. Single and Double Bowls
are easily fitted and are adaptable to any surround desired.
Suitable for Private Houses, also
Corporation and County Council
House and Flat Schemes.
Made in Ireland by:

HAMMOND
LANE

INDUSTRIES LTD.

111 Pearse Street, Dublin, 2.
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SANITARY WARE
from previous page

Maltreatment of
plumbing fitments
WHENEVER I am able-all too

finished articles which left the factory
unblemished is criminal and a drastic
form of preventive action is long overdue.
Every plumbing specification
should contain a rigid clause to ensure, under p e n a 1 t y for noncompliance, that every fitment and
fitting should be proteceted agamst
damage.
The plumber himsei[ is often to
blame, particularly in the matter of
chromium fittings, on which unsuitable tools have ruined the plating.
I would add that this careless treatment of plumbing work is not confined
to any one part of the country. It is
unfortu.nately, common to all parts
and is a blot on the building trade.

infrequently these days-to visit
building sites to look at the plumbing,
I am sometimes appalled to see baths,
basins, w.c. pans, sinks and chromium
fittings unprotected from the ravages
of building operations. The fitmentsparticuJarly baths- are often just dumped on the site, and I have actually
seen baths out in the open the right
side up. After fixing, the fitments are
not adequately protected and it is an
all too common sight to see their surfaces speckled with plaster and paint
Suggestions for
and the inside of a bath littered with
screws, nails, pieces of cable and wood
the future
On one job I visited the
chippings.
front edge of the w.c. pan had been {F I can offer some suggestions for
the future, I would first stress the
scratched by the boots of some person
-or persons-who found it a con- importance of the shower-bath and its
extension to other parts of the house,
venient substitute for a "hoo-uo."
This outrageous treatment of finely rather than just the bathroom.

Secondly, the corner position for bath
taps might be encouraged, because it
certainly simplifies the fixing of the
service pipes. We might also agitate
for the elimination of the overflows
from baths, basins and sinks.
Perhaps the manufacturers will consider providing some form of film to
protect glazed surfaces until the house
It would
is ready for occupation.
justify the increased initial cost, and
the householder would be assured of
his goods being in factory condition
when he took them over, and not, as
might well be the case to-day, already
subjected to the equivalent of years of
hard wear.
Finally, in this enlightened age, we
should be turning our attention to the
flushing valve as a natural progressive
step forward.
I would add the rider
that the flushing valve should only be
permitted subject first to the removal
o( all clanking cisterns in w.c's adjacent to bedrooms in the hotels of
this country!

INVITATION

• • •

We extend a hearty invitation to our many
friends in the plumbing trade and all those
interested in modern kitchen and bathroom
furniture and fittings to visit our extensive
showrooms.
Compression Joint Fittings - Copper Piping - Pipe Wrap
Copper Cylinders - upen Top Tanks - Pressed Steel and Cast
Iron Radiators
Oil Fired and Solid Fuel Boilers
Baths,
Basins, Toilet Sets, Shower Fittings
Mixer Fittings
Stain
less Steel, Enamel Steel, Fire Clay Sinks - Blow Lamps, Solder Bathroom and Kitchen Furniture - Double Compartment Tanks.
For a full comprehensive supply of plumbing materials:

DOCKRELLS

of Georges St., Dublin

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
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The second article of a two- part ser~ies by
W. H. JOHNSON on . . .

THE substance of last month's notes
may be descnbed as the basic
technology, which a brief study of
special cases will not alter, though it
can introduce some complications.
But even the complications are resolved by attention to principles which
arc already well known, so an attempt is made here to show not only
the solutions, but the reason for them.
The Mains System.
Rule 7 last month referred to a
single exception to the regulation
that all supplies must be cistern fed.
This, in the bylaws, means that a
common service pipe may feed a
water heater of less than 3 gallons
capacity, and the cold side o[ a
mixer whose hot water comes from
the heater (Fig. 7).
The most common form of such a heater is the
instantaneous gas water heater, in
which, generally, the gas valve is
opened by releasing the water pressure through the opening of the outlet; and closed as the closing of the
water outlet restores
the water
pressure.
Thu , there is a critical point in flow
restriction which must not be reached
during working, so the object must
be to select both the mixing device
and the shower rose for their free-flow
qualities.
They must allow the hot
water to come away from the heater
in a quantity greater than the minimum rate of flow. To take the subject further than this would lead to
particularising, and it i safer to
con ult the appliance specialists. But
here i a tip. You can improve the
flexibility of an in lallation by reducing the gas rate to the heater,
hence the hot water temperature, hence
the proportion of hot water in the
mixed water.
And since the total
volume of mixed water is decided by
the installation itself the manipulation
will increase the volume of hot water
taken.

Multiple Showers.
The general notes were compiled
with the single domestic shower
strongly in mind.
For a range of
showers there is one possible relaxation, and more than one danger
signal.

planning
a shower
First, the relaxation.
The users
cannot collectively achieve the fussiness of a single user, hence the
minimum head for some (but not all)
thermostatic mixers may be reduced
to 5 feet, but positively no less.
The
target figure shou,ld be higher.
Method of volume control is important. The easiest one to treat is
the institutional or " run-through "
system, in which there is only one
flow control valve for the lot (Fig. 8).
In such a case the number of separate
roses is immaterial, and only the total
volume of water discharged matters.
There is, of course, a single mixing
point, and the method o[ mixing may
be determined by the total volume
required. Mechanical mixers in very
large sizes are rare, so the choice may
rest between the elementary mechanical method o( two stopvalves, and
the thermostatic mixer.
Rules (8)
and (9) apply in making the choice.
When each shower in a range has
its own volume control, i.e., stop
valve, the considerations are less
simple. First, what is the "load
factor" or " diversity?"
On an
average will all the showers be in use
together, or half of them, or a
third?
The importance of this information
(or guesswork) lies in the fact that,
in sizing the essential equipment you
shouJd aim to satisfy the averagemost of the people most of the time
- at the possible expense of the outsiders.
For example, if the average use in
a range of eight is six showers, the
important calculations should assume
that it is a range of six.
At times
there may be eight or four in use,
but the relative di proportion from the
norm is less than if, say, four were in
use in a system based upon the full
eight.

COlO

HOT

continued overleaf
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Temperature control is a ticklish
problem, too.
A thermostatic controller .t o each shower in the range is
undoubtedly the best, though , of
course, the most expensive.
Jndividu.al mechanical controlLrs must be
inefficient by the guiding definition ,
that there are unquestionably other
draw off points on the services to
cause pressure fluctuation s.
This
condition may be alleviated to an extent by deliberately oversizing the
manifold pipes (and lagging the hot
pipe), thus creating a reservoir at the
inlet to each mixer.
Group control of temperature by
mechanical means is seldom atisfactory, and thermostatic control, which
usually is, is limited in the number of
grouped items one controller will
Six is the
serve and keep control.
normal top limit.
In a laudable attempt to give users
in a range a free choice of temperature, it is sometimes propos:::d to redoce the hot temperature to, say,
l20 °F. with a thermostatic controller;
to feed this water to mechanical
mixers at each shower; and to take
to the cold side of the latter the service which supplies the thermostat

from previous page

planning·
a shower
also.
]n rare ca es this arrangement
works, but it must be written off as
bad practice because of the many
cases when it does not. The final cold
water pressure, being higher, may
either stop the hot flow through the
rose restriction, or set up oscillations
and therefore tempera ture fluctuati .::lJls.
For very extensive installations the
alternatives are individual thermostatic
control, thermostatic control in sub
groups, or even the generation and
circulation of hot water only, at
105 ° F. Each installation is capable of
having special features which may
influence the final choice.
When any form of grou.p temp:::rature control is considered, the phys:cal
planning of the showers should take
" dead leg" into consideration, the
advantage of ring main over long
spur, and of feeding a manifold near
its middle, not at one end; and
whether lagging is worthwhile.

The Use of A Pump.

in brief . ..
NEW CATALOGUE
Oil Burner Components Ltd., Vines
Lane, Droitwi.ch, \Vorctstershire, have
issued a completely revised 224 page
catalogu e for
the 1961/ 62
h:ating
season.
Notable additions arc• sections listing
a comprehensive range of oil, gas, and
solid fuel boilers, radiators, and Ji.tt.:ngs.
Contrpl panels arc included for the first
time together with the most compkte
range o£ circulating pumps ever listl'd
and stocked by a single organisation.

* * *
RESIGNED

Mr. R. I.I. Stewart has for personal
reasons resigned from his posit:ons with
the Powell Duffryn Group of Companies.
His resignation took efTe t from July 31
last.

* * *
MANUAL

A comprchensi:ve ma.nual giving data

on the thermal msulallon o( pipework
has been published by Stillite• Products
Ltd., 15 Whitehall, London, s. \V.I., a
member of the Turner and Newall Group.
Copies of the Manual are availabl<· on
request.
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Sufficient has been said about
minimum heads, and heads gen~rally,
to make it clear that cist:rn fed
systems present a r ~curring problem
in this country, and if the ci tern
could be hoi ted up a flag pole abov~
the house we should have an easier
life. The use of a pump is a more
practical solution, howev~r. and th~re
are four classes of installation in
which it is the proper sol u.tion.
1. Where the cu tomer demands a
brisk shower from a system which
has a low head quite incapabl :: of
forceful delivery.
2. Where conditions, though suitable
for mechanical mixing, are below
the minimum for thermostatic mixing, and the latter is required by
the customer.
3. Where simultaneous and adequate
delivery is required from different
vertical levels in a low pressure
ystem.
A body spray (needle
shower) with overhead ro e is a
typical case of this.
4. Where there is no head at all or
a negative head, measured f;om
cistern to shower rose.
When choosing a pump for any of

these duties, the rating must be considered from two angles: what volume
it will d:::liver, and at what head.
The rated volume must not exceed
the volume which the system will deliver freely to the pump inlet. Jt is
the function of the pump to push, not
pull, and if arranged otherwise
troubles like cavitation may be set up.
Some "pull " i poss:ble in urgent
cases, but the expert advice of pump
and Lmperature controller manufacturers shou.ld be sought at the planning stage.
In deciding the rated head one can
afford to be generous, allowing, say,
fifteen to twenty feet head on top
of the compulsory head for vertical
lift and resistance of pip~work, rose,
etc. If a pump p~rforms too vigorously the water may b_ throttled on
the outlet side without harming the
pump.
The installation of a pump on a
normal (i.e., positive head) system
presents no special problems. Though
it is not wrong to have two pumps,
one on each supply before mixing,
uch a practice is expensive, and desirable only in ca es so extreme as not
to deserve mention.
A single pump
on the mixed water will b::: fixed in
the way hown in Fig. 9.
When pumping a negative head
sy tern, the principle already mentioned, that the pump is not there to
pull, mu.st be maintained . This means
in practice that the cistern or ource
of pre sure must feed the mixer by
gravity, and the mixed water mu t
then flow downhill to th~ pump (Fig.
10).

There occur sometimes the case in
which the hot and cold water pressures are very difTerent, and would
benefit from equalising-cisterns on
difTerent levels, for instance. In such
a case the low pressure supply (it may
even be at negative head to the
hower) only may be pumped before
mixing, but this is a five star exercise,
not suitable for befinners. The factors accou.ntable in reaching equality,
and the safeguard· against the content.
of either cistern finishing up in the

continued
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'fENDEHS
BALLINASLOE
N qmnection with the building ol a
new dining hall and r<'novations to th~
exisdng Hospitals at the Pines Division,
Hallina&loe Mental llo£pital, tenders have
\)(:en invited by the Hospital Board from
heating contractors for the mechanical
installations.
Drawings and specifications may be
in&pccted at the oiiices of the Consulting
Engineers in Dub'in, Messrs.]. A. K.nny
at 44 Kildare St., or at the office of the
architect, ] . R. Boyd B a r r e t t,
A.R.I.B.A., F.R.I.A.J., 5 Camdtn Place,
Cork, Irom whom tender documen's may
be obtained.
Tenders should r ach the Chid Clerk,
Ballinasloe Mental llospital, Ballina&loe,
Co. Galway, not lat<"r than noon on
August 26 next.

I

TRIM
ilE OfTicc of Pub'ic \Vorks have invited tenders from healing conT
tractors for alterations and additions to
the L.P.II.W. heating installation at the
St. Mary's Convent, National School,
Trim Co. Meath, in accordance '~·1th
th,· plans, specification and conditwns
oi the contract exhibited aL the OIT1cC.
Plans and specification may be. obtained from the Sccr<>tary on dq;Oslt of
£1 refundable on r e t u r n of the
documents
Tenders should reach the
Secretary 'omcc of Public Works 51 Sf
Stephen's' Green, Dublin 2, by noon on
August 24 next.

other cistern, require the most careful
study.
With this exception, the bu iness
of fitting a thoroughly
atisfactory
shower bath is simple enough, whatever water supply conditions one may
meet, and an attempt has been made
here to cover most of the conditions
likely to be met.

August, 1961.

pressure head, measure from the rose
fixed in its highest position.
There are very few situations so
obstinate that they cannot be made,
or adapted, to yield a fully satisfactory
shower installation.

RYAX HEATING
In last month's issue in our report on
the appointment of Messrs. P. Donnelly
and Sons Ltd., 20 George's Quay, Dublin,
as agents for Ryax Heating Ltd., of
Manchester we stated that the approximate coot ~f the in,tallation of the Ryax
"Warmhome" system was £170.
The
figure is. in fact, con&iderably lowerapproximately £160.

To conclude (on a re laxed note) ,
Jet us think for a moment of the pipe
between the mixer and the rose. lt
is usual to consider that the overhead
shower at 6ft. 6ins. is for men, the
should~r height at ~bout 5ft. i for
women, with some reduction in each
The boiler stocked by Messrs. Donheight for children. 1t is a lm ost proverbial that you. cannot suit everybody, nelly's is suitable for installation behind
but by using a flexible shower arm any standard 16" open fire.
you can go a long way towards it.
Not just any shower arm, though. It
must include some means of fixing the
rose rigidly at any height and pointing
in the right direction . And as well,
the rose end must be easily unfixable,
A . L. Townsend will discuss Heat and
for hair washing.
its Measurement; Thermometers; The
When calculating
the
availab le British Thermal Unit, and Specific Heat.

ONEXT MONTH

Efficient heating for even
the most difficult structures

NORTH DUBLIN
IIE latc·&t dat<· wr tlH rl'e<'ii t of
tenci<-rs by Comhairl<· Ch< nta•· tha
T
Cliath for th · Ncrth Dublin H!'g nal
A

<

\VateJ Supply ~chrme filtration plant
has been cxt<·ndrd to 12 no<.n on
Friday, Septcmbc·r 29 next.

SPACE HEATERS

ENNISCORTHY
il E Wexford ( ounty ( ounci' invit<·s
t<·ndt•r;; from plumbing contrac •< .rs
for the plumbing installation ;tt t h"
Public Health Clinic, Enn1~::or~hy, . m
accordance with Plans and Spruflca twn
pr•·parcd by l\Iessrs.
ichola~ Math.l'\\5
and o., Consulting: Engmt<•rs, 42 !•Jtzwilliam Place, !Jubhn.
.ontract documt nt~ may be in'['<·ct<·d
and obtained at thl' ofTitTs of th•· ConEngin<·•·rs.
sulting
Tenders
~ b'
enclose<! in s•·al('d ('0\' lopt·s addr ~st d to
the County Stcrt'lary, \\'<·xford County
Council, County I [a!l, \\'('xford, and
endor~;t•d "Tcndl'r:; for Plu~b10g_ r.nstallation, Public I !t';1lth Cluur. .I~nn:s
corthy,'' and mu,.,t reach ofi1ces
tlw
of
the County Secrdary not later than 12
noon on Sa.turday. S('ptemb r 9, Dl'xt.

T

n:u.

SOLE IMPORTERS:

Large areas, with corrugated walls and roofs and
high heat losses- factories. workshops, garages
stores---the most difficult
heating problems can be
solved with Hainault industrial hcat,rs, otl or
coke fired.
Look at these 'Features
1. High heating efficiency
-otl fired version rated
at 82 ';'.
2. Out8uts from 80,000 to
1,00 ,000 B.Th.U/hr.
3. Centrifugal fan en sures
positive hoat distribution.

4.

Negligible maintenance

5. ('a n lie utilised for \'en-

tilatlon in summer.

6. Independently adjust-

able air diffusersdirect the heat where
you want it. Ducting
systems to order.
7. Low cost easy installation.
8. Delivery ex stock.
" Hainault" heaters are
manufactured at Hainault. Ilford, Essex, and
are widely used in heating Installations throughout Great Britain.
send now for details and
illustrated literature.

HENNESSY$ LTD.
Beasley Street, Cork. Tel. 24311/2.
Twenty-five
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Hartley & Sugden Ltd.
WHITE ROSE BOILER WORKS

Halifax, Yorks.
'Phone: 3238 Halifax.

Established 1867

'Grams: Boilers, Halifax.

Representative for Republic of Ireland:
McGRATil & KENNY, 48 Townsend Street, Dublin. 'Phone 73108-9.
MAKERS OF BOILERS, CALORIFIERS, STEAM GENERATORS AND
ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT.
"WHITE ROSE" Cast-Iron Sectional for central heating and domestic hot water supply. Capacities,
43,500 BTU- 1.640,000 BTU per hour. Suitable for solid, stoker or oil firing. Renowned for Durability, Efficiency and Reliability.
"OILEX" Mild Steel Welded Fire Tube Boiler, specially designed and proportioned for Oil firing.
Riveted Vertical Crosstube and "HALIFAX" Multitubular Steam Boilers for high steam pressures.
Write to Head Office for illustrated catalogue.

CENTRAL
HEATING
... he is looking for a pump with all the features of the International

SILENTFLO
glandless accelerator for small bore systems
These include:
Special silicon-impregnated winding-no starter protection needed.
Completely silent operation. Self-lubrication-no maintenance needed.
Precision-ground sleeve bearings-for long life.
He also wants a pump that his customer can afford; one that will nevertheless show him a worthwhile profit margin on the job.
PRICE LIST AND ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS ON REQUEST FROM
Sole Agents in Republic of Ireland :

Monsell, Mitchell & Co. Ltd
67-73 TOWNSEND STREET -

DUBLIN, 2. 'Phone 76282.

'~~~-------------------------------------------------~
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means that water is chemically combined in the compound ore.
More
simply, one might say that bauxite is
a chemical compound of alv.minium,
oxygen, and water.
The chemical symbol for this ore
is Al 20:1• 3H 20. This formula simply states that one molecule of the
compound contains 2 atoms of aluminium, 3 atoms of oxygen and 3
molecules of water.
Once you gra p this chemical
build up, you can see that if these
elements are seoarated then the
metallic aluminiu~ can be removed
and processed into sheets and equipment for plumbing work.
The chemical comoosition of ores
or other metals are- perhaps easier
to follow. Do try to separate them
into their constituent parts, for then
it is easier to Udlderstand how the
reduction process works.
Oxygen combines
readily with
metals, hence the oxide, carbonate and
sulphate ores, but under suitable
conditions, usually at high temperatures, the oxygen content of a
metallic ore prefers to re-combine
with some other element, for example
carbon.
Earlier it was mentioned that heat
could hasten or produce a chemical
change, and that there is the possibility of a econd chemical change
reversing an earlier one.
These pieces of information fit together to ex9lain some of the
mysteries of plumbing materials; how
they are made and how they may be
expected to behave.
Thus, when an oxide ore of a
metal is put together with sufficient
carbon in the oresence of enough heat
to bring abo~t a chemlo;al change,
the oxygen content of the ore will
leave to form a new com!)ound with
the carbon. The molten metal will
be left behind, and can be collected
and u.sed.
The extraction of tin from its oxide
(Sn0 2) ore may be taken as an
example.
plus

tin oxide
(a rocklike
ore)

Or: Sn0 2

+

C

+

from page nine

The make-up and behaviour
of plumbers materials

Notice how the coke (carbon)
serves a double purpose; it burns to
produc~ the temperature necessary to
bring about a chemical Se!Jaration of
the elements tin and oxygen, and it
acts as a "blotter," soaking U!) the
oxygen to form a new compound of
carbon and oxygen (C0 2 ).
The
molten tin is left on the bottom of
furnace.
One can sum L\1) by notin~ th at
oxidation is the result of a chemical
change in which th e eltment oxygen
combines with another •·element, a
metal. Reduction is the result of a
chemical change artif~cially brought
about to se!Jarate the oxyge11 from
the metal.

carbon
(in the form
of coke)

(heat is produced
by the burning of
the coke)

CO~

(escapes as a gas)

Heat -

the OXV!"en
content.
the
ore, combines
with the carbon to form
carbon dioxode
gas, and leaves
the metal tin
behind.
Sn (Tin).

of

+

By this Reduction, or reverse chemical change, a chemical change can
quickly be undone, and useful metal
extracted from seemingly useless pieces
of ore.
The extraction of iron from its
ores follows much the arne pattern.
Lead, which is derived from a sulphide
ore, presents additional problems.
Sometimes the sulphur content of the
ore is replaced by oxygen in a preliminary treatment with heat.
The
ore is then reduced in the same way
as those of tin or iron, in a bla t
fwnace.
Thus PbS + 0 1 = PbO., + SO,
and PbO., + C = Pb + CO.,.
The bla t furnace in which- this reduction oroeess of smelting the ores
takes pla"Ce, is a tall circufar furnace
of steel plates lined with firebrick.
Tt is in continuous Ol)eration and
charges of ore, coke: and fluxing
material (usually lime tone), which
help in the chemical change are fed
into the top of the furnace.- The burning of the coke is assured by a powerful air blast, which enters the furnace
near its base through blast pioes and
continfled page thirty-four
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J. H. JONES & CO.
227, Griffith Avenue, Drumcondra, Dublin.

Tel. 372657

Specia·l ists in Heating, Ventilating, Plumbing
and Oil Burning
Installations

HOUSE-WARMING

•

OUR SPECIAL DEPARTMENT WILL BE
PLEASED TO GIVE YOU EXPERT
ADVICE ON ANY DOMESTIC HEATING
PROBLEM. ESTIMATES FREE .
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VECTAIR 45
Warmth in every corner of the room ...
when you install Vectair 45. Your customers will
thank you for introducing them to this unique
Convector and here's why:-

• At t r a c t i v e contemporary appearance .
• Superior heat distribution and air movement
at a price comparable with an ordinary radiator.

• Occupies less space than an

ordinary radiator due to high capacity element. • Rapid warm-up but no danger of
bnrns.

• Cabinets removeable for protection during decoration, and for access to

elements.

• Cleaning only requires a wipe with a damp cloth -

Quadrant Engineers

no dust traps.

6 Mount Street Crescent, Dublin, 2.
Agents for F. H. Biddle Ltd., London.
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For Olympia
Exhibition

Annual General Meeting

Hammond Lane
Foundry Company
AT the Annual General Meeting of The Hammond Lane Foundry
Company Limited, held last month, the Chairman, David D.
Frame, presided.
The other directors present were: James ]. Davy,
Samuel W. Aitken, Thomas P. Hogan and Mrs. P. F. McDonagh.
Proposing the adoption of the Annual Report and Statement of
Accounts, Mr. David Frame said:
Before commenting on the results been maintained at a high level. It
of the year under review, it is my sad is worthy of note that ltthe wellduty to refer to the death, on 30th known "Jubilee" Cooker still remains
December last, of our Vice-Chairman, in great demand and that the recentlyMr. Gerald J. Rowe, then in his introduced "Elite" has met with
fifty-first year of service with the favourable comment.
Company.
HAIMMOND LANE INDUSTRlES
During the year, Mr. Thomas P.
LIMITED
Hogan, B.E., A.M.l.E.E. , a Director
The new plant for the production
of several important engineering and of Stainless Steel products, referred
manufactu.ring Companies, was co- to in my statement of last year, has
opted to the Board. I welcome him been installed and the Company is
on your behalf and am confident that now in a position to manufacture
his services will prove a valuable stainless steel sinks, draining boards
acquisition to the Company.
and table tops for domestic use, toI am also pleased to inform you gether with special equipment of a
that Mr. Patrick J. Mitchell has been kindred nature suitable for hotels,
appointed Secretary of the ompany, ho pitals and similar institutions.
in succes ion to the late Mr. Rowe .
HAMMOND LANE METAL
Mr. Mitchell had been A sistant
COMPANY LIMITED
Secretary to the ompany for many
In
the
Metal Company, the finanyears and i a Director and ecretary
cial
year
just ended was a very sucof other Companie within the Group.
cessful one.
SUBSIDIARY AND ASSOCIATED
INDUSTRIAL GASES (l.F.S.)
COMPANIES
Last year's Report recorded the
continued progress of your ubsidiary
and A ociated Companies and emphasi ed the need for future expanston ,
involving con iderable capital outlay.
J am plea ed to inform you that
current need in thi respect have now
been sub tantially sati. fied.
HAMMOND LANE IRONFOUNDERS LIMITED
The in lallation in the Foundry of
a new continuous type vitreous enamelling furnace, of modern design,
was completed during the year and
the
ompany i
now admirably
equipped for the production of all
cia · e
of enamelled goods, with
capac i t y ufficient to meet all
foreseeable demands.
Sales of the
ompany' products generally, includ ing export to Northern Ireland, have

LIMITED
Industrial Gases continued to
progress and trading results for the
year disclosed new records. In order
to cope with the continued expansion
of the ompany's business it has been
decided to install additional Liquid
Oxygen and Nitrogen plant, thus giving the Company the capacity to meet
the increased requirements o( industry
as far as we can estimate.
FYFFE COUPLINGS (IRELAND>
LIMJTED
The Plumbers' Brass Ware manufacturing programme, undertaken by
FyiJ'e ouplings (Ireland) Limited Ia t
year, concluded during the year, the
complete manufacture of all component parts from raw material to finished
product being eiTected. Sales of these
products were continually in excess

August, 1961.

A

CHRYSLER Airtemp room air
conditioning uni,t which is among
the many items of refrii:eration, air
conditioning and heating equipment
featured on the stand of Chrysler
Airtemp Limited at the Heating Ventilating and Air Conditionin& Exhibition at Olympia from September
26-Qctober 6.
Ten main product ranges, now
marketed in Britain by Chrysler Airtemp Limited, an associate company
of Chrysler International S.A., will be
represented on the Company's stand.
Everton Sheet Metal Works Ltd. of
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, recentl)
signed a marketing and distribution
franchise with Chrysler Airtemp Ltd.,
and is now Sole Irish Djs{J'ibutor for
this Company's range of beating, air
conditioning and refrigeration equipment.

of target and an appreciable increase
in the demand for Jnstantor Couplings
was also experienced. Special machinery and tools for making Gate Valve
have now been acquired and bright
nickel plating is contemplated in the
future. Exports of Hot Brass Pressings are continuing and appear capable
of considerable expansion in the coming years.
The national "Water
Dri~e" and the resurgence in the
building industry are other factor
which will instil confidence in the
fu.ture.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman
Directors and Staff was passed.
'
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Dangers of lead
•
•
po1son1ng cannot
be over emphasised
LEAD POISONING gives r:se to
internal complaints and skin disease.
Its dangers cannot be over emphasised, and scrupulous care with
personal hygiene is essential in all
work connected with lead in any form.
To the plumber working in lead,
the need for care will be well known ..
On the odd occasion that he may use
lead paint, then the need for care is
not quite so apparent, but nevertheless
the need is there. Rubbing down of
old lead paint surfaces must be done
with a wet technique to avoid inhalation of lead dust particles.
In all works involving lead, operatives should be allowed five minutes
in which to wash hands before taking
food.
Facilities such as hot water,
soap and towels, pl'eferably of the
disposable kind, must be provided.
EXCAVATIONS
or work
in
trenches claim far too many victims.
Lack of understandin~: of earth movement due to climatic changes or
natural earth movements leads to inadequate shorin~: and eventual collapse of trench walls. Timbering to
trenches should receive high priority
of installation technique and superVISion. Timbers in long standing
open trenches must be examined
weekly and any loosening of wedges,
walings or struts due to drying
shrinkage of the timber must be
rectified.
Deep trenches should be enclosed
by a clearly seen safety fence to
prevent others falling in. Heavy loads
should be kept weii clear of trench
edges otherwise the imposed load may
collapse the trench wall.
SCAFFOLDING. - Modern steel
scaffolding has done much to reduce
Yet
accident risk from this source.
in the simplicity of this new scaffolding technique there lies the danger
that anybody might feel competent to
erect it. This is not so and scaffolding demands a reasonable knowledge
of mechanics if a stable and safe

scaffold is to be provided.
Look out for " traps," i.e., where a
scaffold board is not properly lodged
at its ends.
Toe boards should be used to prevent unguarded loss of footing over
the outer edge of the working platform and to avoid accidental falling
of materials from the 9latform. Good
practice will ensure a clear platform
except~ for essent~al " in hand " materials and labour. A guard rail should
be provided at all times.
Scaffolding materials and e!Juipment should be inspected frequently.
When not in use it should be cleaned,
coupling strews oiled, and stored in
a clean, dry vtace. It should never
be allowed to lie around orn site.
Scaffolding is expensive equipment
but apart from this the life or limb
of every subsequent user depends (O a
great extent uoon how well the scaffolding has been maintained.
FIRST AID.-Time to do so is not
easily found but it is advisable that
all have some knowled~e of what to
do in case of accidents.
Sites on
which twenty-five or more are engaged should have at least one person
who is knowledgable in first aid treatment. Really large jobs now tend to
merit qualified safety officers whose
duty it is to be hypersensi·tive to
building accident risk and probable
causes.
His trained eye can spot an accident
prone situation and his training will
enable him to advise immediate precautionary measures. Accident avoidance by these means are best and
operatives would do well to cooperate to the full with any perwn
appointed to watch out for their

safeJy and the safety of all others on
the job.
FIRST AID KITS should be issued
to a responsible pen:on on sites of ten
men and over.
Contents should include:A First Aid Instrucfon Booklet.
A minimum of 12 sterilised finger
dressings ; 6 ditto hand (or feet)
dressings; 6 ditto larger dressings for
other parts of ~he body.
A sufficient number of sterilised
burn dressings, large and small.
A quantity of ster:l'sed cot!on wool.
This is better kept sterile in a larger
number of smaller packets.
A solulion of iodine or a 1% solution of gentian violet.
A boW<! of sal-volatile, with dose
measurer and instruction on how to
dispense.
Eye drops and eye dropper.
On s~tes employing twenty-five or
more the above list should be increased at least twofold.
The following should also be provided.
Splints for leg and arm injuries,
with adequate cotton wool for padding.
Adhesive plaster.
Twelve roller bandages each size
2 in. and 3 in.
Six triangular bandages.
Safety pins.
Three tourniquets (to arrest arterial bleeding).
Sounds gruesome, doesn't it?
But
then accidents are gruesome.

Conclus.i on of series
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Reporting

The Esso
" Home Heat
Plan "
e A t y pica
Esso "Home
Heat
PI an''
display.

THE

hous_holdcr
of
to-day
demands a standard of living
comfort undreamt of by previous
£enerations. These higher standards
are encouraging hous~holders to give
serious consideration to the obvious
advantages of a centrally heated ho;ne.

Economy-Oil is the most economical
fuel for severa l reasons.
First,
there is no waste. Every drop of
oil produces heat.
Secondly, oil
has the cheapest running cost of
all automatic fuels.
Safety-Correctly installed and maintained by specially trained starr,

From the considerable research
which has been made into the adIn forthcoming issues a Convantages and disadvantages of difTcrent
tractor reporter will review the
fuels for central heating installations,
domestic heating plans operated
the primary fact emerges that oil is
by the major oil companies in
the truly modern fuel, offering adIreland.
vantages of cleanliness, simplicity and
economy.
installations are both safe and
Let us take a look at some of the
trouble free.
advantages which an Es o oil fired
Reliability-Every drop of Esso heatcentral heating systems offers:ing oil is of the same consistently
Cicanliness-It is free from dirt, dust
high quality. You can rely on it.
and ash. It produces no soot,
And you can rely on a orompt
smoke or odour. Clean air mea ns
fuel delivery service from Esso
clean paintwork, window curtains
wherever you live.
and loose covers.
ln order to promote the idea of oil
Work Free-lt is completely auto- fired central heating in the home and
matic-fuel is fed directly from to bring its obvious advanta£es within
storage tank to boiler. There is no the immediate reach of those who
stoking, no raking out, no ash- had previously looked uoon it as a
And luxury, Esso introduced their "Home
emptying, no fuel-carrying .
there is far less cleaning and Heat Plan."
When the details of
dusting.
this olan were first announced the
Comfort-It gives smooth, even heat- response was immediate and enquiries
ing without draughts.
Finger-tip came from all over the country.
The Esso Home Heat Plan links
control gives almost instant anco u.s
respon e to temperature adjust- together the members of a marketing
team that will develop the trend of
ments.

oil-fired heating into every type of
home.
THE CUSTOMER
By special arrangement with an
lrish finance concern, Esso can
make available these attractive terms
for " pay-as-you-warm " oil fired central heating.
(a) No Capital outlay.
(b) Five years to pay-All equipment
and installation charges taken
care
of
by
easy-to-manage
monthly payments. The entire
cost can be spread over a period
of up to five years.
(c) Income Tax Relief- As a further
help income tax relief can be
claimed on the interest charges
in the loan and a tax certificate
will be given for this purpose.
(d) Free Life Insurance covering the
loan- protection for the cu tomer's family by a free life
insurance covering the outstanding amount of the loan.
(e) Free choice of equipment- The
cust?mer is not tied down to any
partJcu,Jar make of oil-fired boiler
or equipment.
(f) Free Advisory Service- The Esso
Home Heat Advisory Service will
help with advice which is expert,
completely impartial and entirely
free.
(g) No fuel worries-Esso will ensure
continued overleaf
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Free choice of equipment stocked.
THE BUILDER
Recognising that personal recomthat the customer's fuel requirements will be met throughout the mendations given by satisfied cusyear. A phone call or a post- tomers using oil-fired equipment can
card to Esso will ensure prompt often be a tremendous sales boost,
Esso are working in close liaison with
delivery.
builders throughou.t the country and
(h) Regular Maintenance ServiceWith the Esso Home Heat Plan the plan offers this section a number
regular maintenance is available of sound advantages: Co-operative advertising to promote
through an appointed Installer.
oil-fired
heating.
THE HEATING ENGINEER
Co-operation with the Builder in
AND INSTALLER
e Individual winners at the Interincluding oil-fired heating on new
The heating engineer and installer building estates.
national Apprenticeship Competition
is a key link in the chain. It is to
Promotion of
oil-fired heating in Germany: (from left)-Brian Coughhis recommendation that people through recommendations m new lan, bronze medal, third place in Senior
Electrical Installation work; William
listen, and that is why Esso are estate areas.
Jackson, gold medal, junior plumbing;
building up one of the finest teams
Co-operation in the running of Michael McDaid, gold medal, senior
of highly trained specialists in this Show-houses featuring oil-fired central
piumbing;
and Paddy Coates, gold
country.
medal, senior carpentry.
heating.
In addition, and recognising that
THE ARCHITECT
many firms have difficulty in designIRISH STUDENTS'
The Architect is fully conscious of
ing due to lack of facilities, a special
the
advantages
of
central
heating
in
design team of Consultant Heating
SUCCESS IN GERMAN
a house, in particular oil-fired central ;:.•
Engineers are at their service.
COMPETITIONS
Three Training Courses, each lasting heating, and his impartial advice on
AMONG the team of eighteen Irish
a week, are available in the following this matter will be respected and
Conseacted upon by his clients.
apprentices who took part in the
subjects:quently Esso are now in contact and
• Home Heat Sales and Design working in co-operation with archi- tenth International Vocational Training
competitions held in Druisburg, GerCourse.
tects throughout the country. They
many, were two brilliantly successful
e Heating OH Practical Course.
have produced for their information
young plumbers from Dublin firms,
e Domestic Oil Practical Course.
and guidance a magnificent reference whom we introduced to our readers
The advantages then to the heating book, the Esso Guide To House
last month .
engineer and installer in the Esso Heating, specially intended for archiMichael McDaid (21) of 4 Beacon
Home Heat Plan could be listed:tects. They invite enquiries for this
Hill, Dalkey, Co. Dublin , won the
Attractive easy-payment scheme en- booklet, which should be made to their
Gold Medal first prize in the Senior
sures prompt payment to installers.
Home Heat Department at Stillorgan.
Plumbing
category, while William
Protection against bad debts.
In addition the Esso Home Heat
Jackson (18), Mountpleasant Terrace,
Design and Technical Information Advisory and Design Service is at the
Rathmines, won the Junior Plumbing
Service.
disposal of all architects with expert
Joint Advertising.
Gold
Medal.
In all the Jrish team
and impartial advice.
Van Painting Service to standard
won three Gold Medals and one
mE MANUFACTURER
design.
Bronze. They look third place behind
Aware of the importance of the
Staff Training Courses.
Germany and Spain in the overall team
Manufacturer in the development of
classification.
THE BUILDER'S MERCHANT
oil-fired heating, Esso are closely
Teams from France, Spain, Portugal,
The builder's merchant is the im- associated with this important branch
Italy, Gt. Britain, Austria, Switzerland,
portant link between the manufactures of the industry. Esso's policy in this
West Germany, Holland and Belgium
of appliances and accessories and the sphere is to promote the availability
competed , representing a total of 224
builder, installer and the customer. of a selection of equipment to suit
boys.
In addition in most instances he has the exact need of each customer.
Michael will finish his apprenticeship
display showrooms in shopping areas. This marketing policy allows free
with H. A. O'Neill , 162 Lr. Rathmines
Esso therefore offers specially selected competition on price, quality and
Rd ., next September.
builderers' merchants an opportunity petiormance. The Esso Home Heat
William has been an apprentice plumto benefit from the fast increasing Plan affords the manufacturer both
ber at Guinness's for the past 3 years.
and profitable oil-heating market co-operation in advertising and sales Both are students of Bolton St. Techthrough their Home Heat Plan.
promotion and the benefit of equip- nical School.
Congratulating lhe members of the
Here therefore are the advantages ment display in national trade exteam
on their return, Mr. J. A. Agnew,
to the Builder's Merchant: hibitions.
Chairman of the National ApprenticeIncreased business d* to " PayIt has always been Esso policy to ship Board said that they had succeeded
as-you-warm " Scheme.
act in co-operation with their friend
because on top o( their natural abilities
Free Showroom display unit.
in the trade and with their customers. they had received the ri~ht e~u cational
Free training facilities.
The Esso Home Heat Plan has been
preparation for apprenticeship. There
Advertising and Sales Promotion designed with this in mind and is
was no longer any room for haphaLard
or archaic methods of training.
assistance.
essentially a plan of co-operation .

from previous page
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from page eleven

Boilers for domestic
hot water supply
light-gauge tube as used in modern
hot water systems, and it is not unusual to see cases where the flow and
return pipes, at the point where they
connect to the boiler are reduced in
wall thickness to a thin skin owing
Pipes should, in
to soot attack.
every case, be covered or sleeved to
prevent this happening.

JT

Slightly domed

will be noticed that with side
inlet boilers, provision is made
for air and steam to escape by having
the boiler slightly domed over the flow
connection, otherwise rumbling noises
would result when the water is heating. With top inlet boilers, it is
usual to make way for air and steam
escape, by the plumber cutting a slot
or V in the protruding threads of the
Dow coupling. On the return coupling, a dip pipe will be sweated on so
as to bring the cooler incoming water
to the base of the boiler where it is
hottest. With side inlet tappings, a
dip pipe is not required as the lower
or return pipe acts in this manner.
Where a fire-back boiler is installed as part of a hot water system
and complaints arise of lack of hot
water, it is often the case that the
fau.lt can be traced to the installation
of the boiler and its ffue set.
Trouble often occurs, for in lance,
when an old range is removed and
replaced by a boiler and flue set.
Here we have a small flue entering
into an opening designed for a mucl.
larger fitment, with the result that the
hot flue gases encounter a large
pocket of cooler air at the main flue
entrance. The remedy is to continue
the building of the flue sides up as
far as possible-it sounds elementary,
but often it is neglected, with the result that the boiler or oioe installation is blamed for lack ~(hot water.
Other points of a similar natu.re will
spring to mind-air infiltration, etc.,
all of which tend to reduce the
draught and the efficiency of the
installation.

JT

Independent
boilers

is in the field of free standing
or unit boilers that the greatest
improvement has taken place, due, no

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1961

doubt, to a greater awareness of the
need for an abundant bot water supply in the modern home.
This,
coupled with the need to extract as
much beat as possible from the fuel,
has produced a boiler highly ~fficient
and at the same .Ume " a thmi of
beauty."
To the housewife its vitreous enamel finish and plated mmmtings is often a bigger selling point
than its heat output!
The vast majority of boilers of this
type are rated below 50,000 B.t.U.
per hour, and where solid fuel is used,
the fire-box is formed or surrounded
by a circular or square ":ailed c~st
iron or welded steel b01ler which
provides abundant hot water and perhaps in addition runs a towel rail and
radiators.
It is opportune to note at this point
that boilers are ra.ted according to the
For
duties they have to perform.
instance, in any boiler catalogue it will
be seen that two ratings are given for
each model one for hot water supply
only, and ;ne for heating-the latter
being much lower.
The hot water rating is u.sually
based on a transmission of 10,000
B.t.u. per square ft. of internal boiler
heating surface and can only be produced for short periods and at a low
efficiency, whereas the heating rating
is usually based on 4,400 B.t.u. per
square foot of heating surface, which
the boiler can produce continuously
with reasonable efficiency.
Where
the boiler is thermostatically controlled, a figure of 6,000 B.t.u. per
square foot per hour for heating is ·
now generally used for qu.oting output. This is due to the fact that the
thermostat controls the air admitted
to the fire and so produces a boiler
efficiency of between 60 and 70 per
cent. The extra cost of the thermostat is well covered by the reduction
in fuel used, less attention required,
etc.
Independent boilers can be obtained to work with solid fuel, oil
fuel, and gas.
Where solid fuel is
used we have a choice of hand fired,
or gravity feed boilers.

Prominence
THIS latter type has gained prominence during the past few years,

Advertising, and
all that _
The Reeves Plumbing Journal of
Los Angeles had this to say of
advertising:" When someone starts advertising,
Someone starts buying;
When someone starts buying,
Someone starts selling;
When someone starts selling,
Someone starts making;
When someone starts making,
Someone starts working;
When someone starts working,
Someone starts earning;
When someone starts earning,
Someone starts buying."

especially for the larger jobs.
Its
main advantage lies in the small
amount of attention required-about
ten minutes per day
removing
clinkers and refu,eling once in twentyfour hours. The working principle is
as follows: small anthracite beans or
coke flows by gravity from a hopper
inside the boiler to the fire, where
its combustion is controlled by the
dampers being adjusted thermostatically.
Some boilers of this design will
work on natural draught, but more
usually a small low consumption
electric blower provides the air supply. This results in a small intensely
hot fire capable of burning the fuel
and fusing it into clinkers, which are
easily removed without dust, etc.
The efficiency of gravity feed
boilers, when compared wi.th handfired, is very evident-75 to 80 per
cent. is not unusual, and is one of the
reasons for their popularity.
They
are usually rated from 35,000 B.t.u.
upwards, and are therefore installed
in jobs where central heating and
domestic hot water supply are worked
from the one boiler. Here, of course,
the domestic hot water will be heated
from. an indirect cylinder, so the
question of a barffed boiler will not
arise as the two waters will not mix.
If oil is used as the fuel a boiler
with a vaporising type
burner
(usually the short drum type) is very
suitable as it is completely noiseless
in operation. For larger installations
pressure jet burners are used, but the

;f
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from previous page
boiler is .then normally installed in
an outbuilding owing to the noise of
the burner.
Again, a boiler of this
size would only be installed where
central heating and hot water supply
are combined.

Selection of boilers

THERE

are various methods used
to determine ,t he boiler power for
a particular job, but for the smaller
installation a very fair estimate can

from page ten

QUESTIONS
ANSWERED
effect on air contacting it wi ll be l ~ss
a nd condensation thus prevented.
An article appearing in this edition
deals with the insulation of pipework.
It describes materials which can be
used a nd to this extent may be helpful
to the qu.estioner in this instance.
Having recently moved to a new
bungalow, I am disappointed to find
that the hot water flows at bath and
basin taps are very poor.
It takes
ages tQ fill a bath. The kitchen tap
is tolerably well supplied but even so
it is not all that it might be.
.. Any helpful comment )OU may offer
would be appreciated alon~ with any
ideas which might improve the trouble
complained of.

be obtained by basing it on the daily of this rating from the manufacturer's
catalogue.
demand for hot water.
For instance, a three bedroom
A final point to b:: noted when
house having a bath, two hand-basins selecting a boiler is to make certain
and a sink would require at peak that the hot water sto raee cylinder is
periods about 30 to 35 gallons ot hot of su,fficient size to take the output.
water.
A suitable temperature for
For example, a suitab le cylinder for
this water wou.ld be about .150° F., use with the 20,000 B.t.u. boiler menand with the incoming cold water tioned wou ld be one of 30 to 35
at, say, 50° F., this would mean I 00 gallons capac ity, and it would be
d egrees rise.
possible to run a towel rail in addition
To calculate the heat requirements if required .
in B.t.u.'s needed to do this, the folInsulation of the cylinder will also
lowing method is used. (A British improve greatly the efficiency of the
Thermal Unit is the amount of heat system and is well worth the sma ll
required to raise J lb. of water extra cost.
through 1° F.).
A gallon of water weighs JO lbs.,
so 35 gallons weigh 3501bs.
350 lbs. of water raised I F. requires 350 B.t.u. Therefore 350 lbs .
of wat~r raised 100 F. requires 35,008
B.t.u.
However, this is assumin£ no heat
la st month's specia l survey on
loss, so all owing 25"{, for this, and for
ventilation and insulation we
inefficient stoking, where the bo!ler is stated, under the heading "News
not thermostatically controlled, we From Greenwoods." that Iri sh Techhave: 35,000 plus 8,750 = 43,750 nical Sales Company w~re at,ents in
B.t.u. as the amount of h::at which Ireland for th e two products r::must be pu.t into the water.
viewed-the Greenwood Airvac MaxaIf thi quantity of heat was re- dome and the Permavent window
quired in one hour, we would need a ventilator.
W~ should, of course,
boiler rated at about 44,000 B.t. u., but have listed as ag~nts the Dublin Glass
as in most cases th~ heatin!! p::riod & Paint Co. Ltd ., 41 Middle Abbey
can be extended over a cou_n!e of Street, for these pioducts as this
hours or more, a boiler of about company act as agents for art icles for
20,000 B.t.u. (hot wat~r ratin~>) wou ld natural ventilat ion as manu.factured
prove very satisfactory. It only re- by Messrs. Greenwoods & Airvac
mains now to select a suitabl~ model Ventilating Company.

GREENWOOD
AGENTS

fN

from pa[?e twenty-seven
UNFORTUNATELY th e ql!.~Stioner
did not supply a dimensional
sketch of his D.H.W. system.
This would have e n a b I e d some
c a 1 c u I a t i on s in check of installed pipe sizes and given some
idea as to possible side causes of the
insufficient flow of water to taos.
It seems quite clear that the questioner is the unfortu.nate victim of
pipe sizing by guesswork if thought
was given to pipe-sizing at all.
Pipe-sizing is a "Tool " of th e
plumber's trade.
It is not drfficult
to master. Jn a forthcoming issue we
will provide an article ~hich sets
about this problem in a straightforward, simple and practical manner .
In the meantime we will invite our
questioner to ubmit a sketch of his
system for checkin1: and recommenda
tions arising therefrom.

PLUMBERS MATERIALS

tuy~res

(pronol'.nced "twyers "). Th~
molten metal resulting from the action
of the chemicals on the ore runs to
the bottom of the furnac~. where it
is occasionally tao_ned ofT and run into
ingot moulds for any further refining
treatments that may be nec ~ssa ry.
Our illustration shows a blast furnac.:
typical of the sort that mi!,"ht be us~d
for this smelting process.
Aluminium is nroduced from its ore
by an electrical:chcmical nrocess.
Copper is often extracted from its
orcs first by smelting, and then by
refining the crude conner metal by an
electro-chemica I process
·
A detailed description of all these

processes is beyond the scooe of th is
work.
The d .:scrintions given have
been very much simolifi d~ but nwrhaps yol!, wi ll find them of sufficient
interest 10 follow them
by Lll1
reading
one or more of the books on metal
production. Such hooks wrll be readily available at your technical co ll ege
or municipal library.
At the moment it is enou~>h to
remember that the metals which you
use have been artiticiallv produced
from chemical comnounds, and that
these metals will trv to return to their
origina l comoound state viven suitable
conditions.

1 his fact is of im_nortance in the
study of metal corrosron, and in
several other oiL•.mbing techniques.

Thirty-four
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FURNASCOTE WILL RESIST AT LOW AND HIGH TEMPERATURES CHEMICAL ATTACK BY SULPHURIC ACID AND SULPHUR COMPOUNDS PRODUCED BY FUEL OILS AND SOLID FUELS.
GIVES A GA -TIGHT COATING
DOES NOT SHRINK
WITHSTANDS THERMAL SHOCK
CUTS FURNACE MAINTENANCE
INCREASES EFFICIENCY
GOOD REFRACTORY BRICKS
ARE MADE EVEN BETTER
BAD REFRACTORY BRICKS ARE GREATLY IMPROVED, AND OLD
REFRACTORIE ARE GIVEN NEW LEASE OF LIFE
FURNACES ARE THEREFORE KEPT IN
ACTION.
Leaflets and Technical Advice from:

e
e

e

L. R. WOOD

e
e

e

e

174 PEARSE STREET, DUBLIN.

M.A. B.
INSULATIONS

Estimate and

pecifications Free on request.

45, WATERLOO
D,
ROA
BALL BRIDGE,
DUBLI •Dublin,
Telephone:
Published by ARROW@TU
1961 684017.

e

Telephone 74479.

Insulation
Contractors
I& Sheet
Metal
Specialists

Sole Agents in Irish Republic
for OPPANOL Waterproofing
for Insulated Pipe Lines
Thirty-five
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NEW COLT
METHOD OF
OIL FIRING

PETER
Exclude cold

THE method of oil firing

embodied
in the Colt Turbo-Static Heater
is a comolete breakaway from conThe combustion
ventional -methods.
chamber, which is far smaller than in
the ordinary types of oil fired air
heater, is an integral part of the
burner.

Trap energy
Eliminate loss
Retain heat
O'CONNOR
Contracts expertly carried out
Orders promptly executed
Neat workmanship

These high gas temperatures and the
rapid Aow of the pressurised gases
results in tu.rn in rapid heat exchange
to ,[he main air stream over a relatively small heat exchange surface.
Because of this the overall size of the
heater is far smaller than is usual for
an air heater of such capacities.

No delays
Only approved
materials· used
Reasonable charges
INSULATING

ENGINEERING

(Manufacturers' Agents)

CASTLE ENGINEERING
WORKS LTD.

Stockists in the Republic of:Potters Insulations Ltd. - "Superb"
Composition (NPL Certificate) High Grade Finishings - First
Coatings - Cold Settings- Asbestos
Slabs - Sole Agents for Flame-·
Proofed Rigid Pipe Sections.

e

Sec Our Prices.

In addition to the reduction in ize
and weight, the advantages ofTer,ed by
the new form of oil firing are as
follows: -

e

The Turbo-Static Heater do not
require skilled attention to keep
them operating at peak efficiency.
The combu tion chamber, heat
exchanger and flue are pre. surised, so that combustion efficiency
is not a!Iected by outside conditions.

e

Cleaner combustion eliminates the
need for frequent cleaning. The
scrubbing eiJect of the combLIIStion
air streams which rotate round
the chamber walls and over the
electrode , and the po t-firing
purging cycle keep the vital components free of soot.

e

All burnl'r and control components arc hidden beneath the
casing and cannot be damaged or
cause damage.

Subsidiary to Peter O'Connor
(Insulations) Ltd. Cater for:

Lathe Work
Die Making
Steel Fabrications - General
Machine Work - Welding Sheet Metal Work.

Ask Our Representative lo call.

PETER O'CONNOR

(Insulations)

68, DAME STREET, DUBLIN, 2.
Telephones-Offices: 73753, 78955; Works: 41414.

Thirty-six
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The combustion air is forced under
pressure through a series o( openings
at three different levels in the triple
skinned wall of the chamber, and
"holds" the flame. Passing through
the chamber walls the combustion air
is preheated. As a result of this and
the fact that the air enters the
chamber in three distinct streams,
flowing in difTerent directions, a very
high combustion efficiency is achieved.
In fact combustion gas temperatures
of over 3,000°F. are achieved.

LTD.
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•
If you would like further details of any

The only Journal of its kind in Ireland catering
exclusively for all aspects of the Plumbing,
Heating. Ventilation and Insulation trades.

" The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor" is

product or service you read about in

published on the 15th of each month.

the pages of this Journal , complete the

scription rate is 15/- per annum, post free. If you

The sub-

would like us to send it to you by post every
form below. Technical problems should
be addressed to the Editor.

month, please fill in your name and address and
return the subscription form to us.

READERS ENQUIRY SERVICE
AND SUBSCRIPTION FORM
POT TO: IRISH TRADE AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS, CALLAGHAN CHAMBERS,
13/15 DAME STREET, DUBLIN.

TELEPHONE 56466.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Please send me particulars of the following:

Please send me " The Irish Plumber and Heating
Contractor" every month until further not 1ce.
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Name of
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gomoRROWS THERMOSTAT
This latest room

•

thermostat from

Styled by a leading Industrial Designer

Satchwell is truly ahead
of its time. Ahead in

20 ampere a .c. rating

Impact resisting polystyrene cover
•

New thermal design with accelerator heater for rapid
response and accurate control

•

Proved Satchwell micro-gap switch for reliability
and long life

to be associated with

•

Easily read scale with adjustable stops

the name Satch well

•

Compact- and with price to match

over the past 35 years.

•

Domestic and industrial versions available

design, in looks, in
performance- in fact in
everything that has come

We will be pleased to send you list lOOB which gives full details of all the features of the new

ROOM THERMOSTAT
THE RHEOSTATIC COMPANY LTD· SLOUGH· BUCKS· Slough !23961

)J£A/

A M ember o[ the Elliott-Automation Group.
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